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FOREWORD

] The accident at Three Mile Island in March,1979, and ,the results
of subsequent investigations have reemphasized the importance of reactor .
operators and the role they play in detenlinina the level of safety asso-
ciated with ' nuclear power. At the same time, the adequacy of some long-'

standing regulatory approaches to safety, such as design basis events and,

the single failure criterion, are being questioned. Alternate nethods,

i some employing insights from probabilistic risk assessment, are being pro-
posed in order to broaden our perspectives on reactor safety.t

This report introduces some important new concepts and technical
approaches which, if properly developed and applied, could make significant

: contributions to accident analysis. It emphasizes the perceptions of the
! operator, the needs for information and the alternative successful actions

one might take given various combinations of component failores. The nethods

[. are potentially useful for determining instrumentation requirements, developing
energency procedures, generating training simulator exercises, and designing;

operational aids, including computerized diagnostic systems.

I

Among the purposes of this report are to expose these ideas to
i potential users, to solicit their comments, and to encourage others to
' utilize this or similar techniques so that they may generate additional
! insights toward improving reactor safety.

Raymond DiSalvo, Project Manager;

! Office of fluclear Regulatory Research
' United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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ABSTRACT

A novel technical approach for systematically determining
information needs during reactor accidents is proposed. The method is used

to identify the necessary and sufficient set of light water reactor
instrumentation needed by analyzing the appropriate operator response to
specific plant states associated with risk significant accident sequences.
The resultant set of measureable parameters is_ compared to the list of such
parameters in Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs During and 1

Following An Accident."
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; 1.0 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, increased attention has been focused on the
performance of nuclear reactor operators and on the quality of the inter-
face between the operator and the systems for which he is responsible.

; This emphasis has resulted in part from the recognition that the overall
public risk associated with a nuclear plant is sensitive to the manner

;

in which the human operators perform under both normal and accident con-
ditions. While many plant safety functions are performed automatically,

j and numerous backup safety systems exist to protect the public, the reac-

| tor operator has a crucial role to play in both avoiding upset conditions
; and in bringing the plant to a safe shutdown condition following the ini-

tiation of a potential accident sequence.
: -

In addition, recent experierce has demonstrated that signifi-
! cant improvements are both necessary and possible in the quality of this

man / machine interface. The accident at Three Mile Island brought national
attention to this problem and most of the subsequent analyses of this

j incident recomended design and/or procedural changes aimed directly at
enhancing the operator's capability to diagnose and respond to potential

I acciuent conditions. As a part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's '

f safety research plan, an Enhanced Operator Capability Pro 9 ram has been
initiated to comprehensively address the ability of reactor operators to

| respond to off-normal conditions. This report represents one of the ini-
tial efforts in that program.

!

,
The general task of improving the operator / plant interface

! involves many varied aspects of engineering, design, and operation. This

; problem has been, and continues to be, the subject of numerous studies by
organizations throughout the nuclear industry. These groups have approached;

; the problem from many different directions and on many levels, ranging from
the determination of what color a flashing light should be to the initial

! attempts to design a totally computerized disturbance analysis system which
could effectively remove the human from the problem.

1 '
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;

i

! The analysis reported here is based on two observations concern-
ing the enhancement of operator capabilities:

1) The operator's capability to both diagnose and respond
to accident conditions is very sensitive to the amount
and quality of information available to him through the
plant instrumentation. Accordingly, one of the primary
objectives of this analysis was to systematically deter-
mine the necessary and sufficient set of plant instru-

| mentation which would satisfy the operator's informa-
| tional needs during accident conditions.
i

| 2) While there exist many diverse aspects of the general
i operator / plant interface problem, any efficacious changes

to present designs and/or procedures must be based upon
a foundation consisting of a thorough understanding of

-the plant response to accident events and a careful
delineation of the specific responsibilities of the
operator as the accident sequence progresses. Therefore,

,

i an additional objective of this analysis was to develop
such a foundation upon which both this and additional
analyses concerning enhanced operator capability could
be performed.

In the following sections the specific goals of this initial
|

analysis are more fully explained and the technical approach selected to
accomplish thesa goals is discussed.

One of the key aspects of the selected technical approach was
the judgment that the analysis should focus on those accident conditions
which the operator is most likely to be confronted with and/or result in

| the most serious consequences should the operator fail to accomplish his
required tasks. For this reason, a probabilistic risk criterion was

adopted as the basis for identifying important accident conditions and
required operation actions. This approach is discussed in much greater

detail in Section 3.0. ;

I
|
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Following the discussions of objectives and approach, the results
and conclusions are presented and preliminary recommendations are made con-
cerning the necessary and sufficient plant instrumentation. Since these
results will include a listing of those specific parameters identified as
necessary for monitoring plant behavior and a logical justification for
their selection, the analysis can also provide inpct to the revision of
Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an
Accident ." Reflecting the continuing nature of this analysis (of which this
report represents the first step), reconcendations will also be made con-
cerning the need for and value of subsequent analyses.

:
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2.0 OBJECTIVE

The ability of the operator to successfully respond to accident
conditions is highly sensitive to the amount and quality of inf6rmation
he can obtain concerning the state of the plant. This information can
only be provided to the operator by the plant instrumentation. Thus, the

careful selection and design of the specific instrumentation intended to
provide this information in an unambiguous manner to the operator is an
effective contribution to increased operator performance and, thereby,
plant safety. It was, accordingly, the objective of this analysis to sys-
tematically determine the plant instrumentation required to supply the
operator with the necessary and sufficient information to allow him to
unambiguously determine the status of the plant under accident conditins,
and thereby allow him to take the most effective action to bring the plant
to a successful shutdown.

The above statement of objective contains a few key words which
significantly impacted the manner in which the work was performed: "sys-

tematic", "necessary and sufficient", and " unambiguous". One of the major

problems an operator must contend with in responding to an upser condition
is the fact that many different accident sequences requiring difderent
operator responses often "look" the same to the operator if he confines
his attention to only a few fundamental plant parameters. For example, a j

|small LOCA, a steam generator tube rupture, and an overcooling transient
are all characterized by an initial reduction in primary system pressure.
Thus, sufficient additional information must be available to allow the

operator to differentiate between these various events and unambiguously
determink the state of the plant. However, an important aspect of this
analysis was the recognition that merely listing an enormous number of
potentially useful instruments does not adequately addrest the operator's
problem; the quality of the information is as impori.uit as the amount. i

l
Because the operator cannot be expected to effectively assimilate the !

)
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information from a myriad of sources under stressful accident conditions,
and because of the extreme costs associated with the installation of many
instruments, the ins,trumentation must meet the requirements of being both
necessary and sufficient. In order to satisfy these requirements, a sys-
tematic logical approach to the investigation was necessary.

The objective of the analysis was not, therefore, only to gener-
ate a list of required instrumentation, but to accomplish this task in a
manner which would result in confidence that detailed justification exists
for every member of the list and no necessary instrument is excluded from
the list. Accordingly, an intermediate objective was to develop this
required systematic approach and to confirm its effectiveness. Additionally,
as discussed briefly in the Introduction, it was desired that the selected
approach would be able to provide the framework upon which additional sub-
sequent investigations aimed at the general goal of enhancing operator capa-
bility (e.g. , developing criteria for a computerized disturbance analysis
system) could be built. In the following sections the selected approach
(which is based on the use of event trees to explicitly delineate important
accident sequences and to define the information required by the operator
to take action designed to terminate the sequence) is presented and an
example sequence is discussed. In Section 5.0, conclusions regarding the
value of this approach are presented.

5
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3.0 . TECHNICAL APPROACH
t-
.

'

The method'used in this analysis to accomplish the objectives
outlined in the previous section was based on evaluating operator response
'in a logical progression of investigations. This approach can be suc-

cinctly summarized by addressing th'ree fundamental. questions:

| 1) What actions can (ar must) the operator take in
t response to the accident condition?

! 2) What information is required by the operator to
take this action?

i

| 3) What instrumentation is necessary and sufficient
j to provide this information?
!
;

By translating the general objective into these three interre-!

lated questions which represent a logical progression of investigations,

| the analysis could be performed very systematically, producing maximum
assurance that important operator informational needs will not be over-

,

,
. looked.

!

- The first question listed above, which represents the foundation
' upon which the remainder of the analysis is constructed, focuses directly

,

- upon the role of the operator. Obviously, what an operator could or should
do depends upon what s'pecific accident sequence he is responding to. Simi-

larly, the operator can act effectively only when he knows what he is try-
ing to avoid, or, alternatively, what he is trying to obtain. This means he

;

must know the potentially dangerous outcomes of proceeding along any par-;

i ticular accident. sequence and also be aware of alternative pathways off
this accident sequence which result in successful termination of the

I4

.These observations suggest that event trees would provide a very: sequence.
b effective: logical framework for answering this first question.
:

" 6 |
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In addition to the event trees which can explicitly delineate

specific accident sequences, the need existed for some criterion by which

the truly important accident sequences could be selected from the multitude
of potential sequences produced by these event trees. The criterion used

in this analysis was the relative amount of public risk associated with each
accident sequence as calculated in the Reactor Safety Study.(I) In this

ay, the operator's informational needs can be justified on the basis ofw

both the probability that the operator will actually be confronted with
a particular accident condition and on the potential consequences should
the operator not respond adequately to the situation.

Thus, a very significant aspect of the approach taken in this
analysis was the decision that the justification for the need for any
instrument should be based on an explicit identificatici of required opera-
tor responses to selected accident conditions and, further, that the prin-
cipal criteria by which these accident conditions are selected should be
public risk.

The decision to approach the problem in this way resulted in a
number of tasks related to the development and.use of these event tree
models to answer the three basic questions listed above. These tasks and

their interrelationships are illustrated on the flow chart seen in Figure
| 3.1 and are discussed in greater detail below.
i

The t'rst step in the analysis was to select the important acci-

dent conditions which the operator must respond to and to develop the event
trees associated with these accident situations. For this investigation,

the accident sequence was terminated at either successful shutdown or at
core melt. Operator actions beyond this point were not considered (e.g. ,
monitoring of effluent release from containment was not included).

!

7
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The decision was made early in the analysis that this selection
of sequences and development of e.ent trees should be based (to the great-4

est extent possible) on previously completed analyses. This would reduce,'

to a large degree, duplication of effort, and allow this investigation to
j concentrate its resources on the specific concerns of operator / plant inter-

action. By using existing accident analyses, these evaluations can be
tied to a framework which is already familiar to the nuclear industry in

i

order to facilitate review and comment. The sequences selected were those
identified in the Reactor Safety Study (which examined the Surry PWR
design and the Peachbottom BWR design) and the Sequoyah Reactor Safety
Study (2) as being the dominant contributors to public risk. For the pur-
poses of this initial investigation, a series of seven representative
accident sequences was selected from the WASH-1400 and Sequoyah studies:

i WASH-1400: V, S C, TMLB', TC
2

Sequoyah: S HF, S HF, TML
1 2

!
<

As can be seen from this list, this initial investigation focuses on PWR,

1 sequences. A representation BWR sequence, TC, was also included. Recom-

mendations for extending this analysis, particularly with respect to BWR
! sequences, are discussed in Section 6.0.
|

i

j Along with the advantages noted above of using the event tree
analyses perforned in these previous studies, it was necessary to accept,

the disadvantages associated with limiting this analysis and the result-
ant conclusions to three specific plants. The effects of this plant spe-

: cificity are discussed in greater length in the conclusions of this report
and recor...endations are made which are aimed at mitigating these effects.

{. The next step is to define the physical phenorena associated
3 with each sequence in terms of measurable parameters. The time dependent

variations and the interrelationships of these parameters generate an
i

I
.

9
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,

" accident signature" - a uniquely characteristic array which can be used
to help the operator diagnose the status of the plant. Such an array
might appear as shown in Figure 3.2. (This figure is intended only to
illustrate the concept of an " accident signature"). This development of
" accident signatures" in which each accident condition (or group of con-
ditions which are similar with respect to required operator response) has
associated with it a fundamental (and unique) set of parameter states
necessitated gathering information from a variety of sources. The two

major sources for this analysis were the investigations perforned in
support of the Reactor Safety Study and subsequent analyses performed
for the NRC by Battelle Columbus Laboratories using the MARCH computer
code package. As discussed in Section 5.0 below, this task of developing
detailed accident signatures is a crucial element of the overall effort
to enhance operator capability and should continue as a central part of
investigations subsequent to this analysis.

The developnent of the event trees began with the trees as they
appeared in the original reports. The events in each sequence which involved
operator action were identified and in sone cases broken down into addi-
tional events in order to separate out and highlight individual operator
tasks. In addition, the sequences were expanded (events added to the

event tree) to include additional operator actions which could be performed
to prevent core melt, but were not taken credit for in the original analysis.
These additional events usually took the form of " repair events" where the
operator is given the opportunity to attempt to fix a component or system
failure or " delay events" where the operator is called upon to delay an
inevitable melt as long as possible, or to perform some other consequence
mitigation action. The result of these efforts was an " operator action
event tree" which logically displayed the role of the operator throuahout
the progression of the accident. Figure 3.3 presents a simple example of
such a tree developed for the "V" sequence of WASH-1400. This sequence,
which involves the interfacing systems LOCA, is discussed in detail in

!

{
'

|
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LPIS RPS Operator Operator 0[ns"ures"
Delays Isolates Long-TermRupture Operation Melt Rupture Heat Removal

Outcome

A no melt

G
*

0's designate key
plant states

@ B late melt

/\yes C late melt

Von
%

h- D no melt

O E late melt

@ F early melt

G G early melt

Figure 3. 3. Interfacing Systems LOCA Operator Action Event Tree
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,

Section 4.0. As can be seen from this figure, the headings for this tree
involve the major operator tasks in response to the postulated failure
event (s). In this case, these tasks include such actions as isolating
the rupture, delaying core damage, establishing long-term heat removal,
etc.

The event tree associated with these headings defines a series
of key plant states that could evolve as the accident progresses and the
operator attempts to respond. For example, the plant state designated;

as h in Figure 3.3 represents the situation which would exist following
the initiating LOCA event and successful shutdown of the ieactor.

The development of these operator action event trees and iden-
tification of the key plant states make it possible to address the second
fundamental question listed at the beginning of this section. Associated

l
with each plant state is an appropriate operator response. His informa-
tional needs are therefore fundamentally linked to these plant states:
the operator must have sufficient information available to him to unam-
biguously determine the existence of the specific plant state and he must
have sufficient information to allow him to efficiently take the action,

required of him at this point. He must be able to recognize that a situa-
; tion exists which calls for his action, determine specifically what that
'

action should be, and carry out these tasks. In terms of the event tree,
he must be able to identify what tree he is on, to what branch point in

j the tree the accident has progressed, and how to move the progression of
the incident to a pathway that terminates in successful shutdown.i

~ The next step in the analysis was, ther.efore, to identify for
each of these key plant states: 1) the information which would allow the
operator to determine the existence of that specific state, and 2) the
-information necessary to take the action which has been determined to be
appropriate at that state.

i
>
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'T

Since the only way that the operator can obtain information
concerning the state of the plant is through the plant instrumentation,
these informational needs described above have to be defined in terms
of measurable plant paraneters. For example, if the general informational
need is the effectiveness of the High Pressure Injection System in cooling i

the core, this can be translated into the need to determine the amount of
I subcooling, which must in turn be translated into measuring temperatures |

and pressures. Translating these informational needs into parameters'

t

which can be physically measured defines the instrumentation necessary to
! supply this information, and therefore results in answering the third fun-

damental question associated with the objectives of this analysis.'

After each key plant state has been addressed in the manner
described above, a table was constructed for each accident sequence which

,

presents the instrumentation required by the operator to respond to the
plant conditions associated with that sequence (see, for example, Table

'

4.1).

i
' The information contained in each of these tables was then inte- |

grated into a final table which summarizes the results of this analysis.
This summary table, which lists each required measurable parameter along1

with the accident condition (s) and required operator action which necessitated
the information provided by the parameter, is presented and discussed in

Section 5.0.

Thus , the technical approach outlined above and based on the use

of operator action event tree logic models allows the analysis to progres-
sively answer the three key questions raised at the beginning~ of this
section, and thereby accomplish 'the objectives. detailed in the previous

section. In summary, by focusing on individual accident sequences selected
on a probabilistic risk basis, specific operator tasks could be identified
and structure d into a logic model which, in turn, identifies a series of

|

14
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'

key plant states. These key plant states have associated with them cer-
tain informational needs. Finally, these informational needs are described

in terms of measurable physical paraneters, and thereby determine the;

necessary plant instrumentation.
[

.The technical approach described above was designed to allow
the systematic accomplishment of the goals describec in Section 2.0.
However, as discussed in the Introduction, it was also desired to approach;

'

this problem in such a way as to set the foundation upon which efforts to
enhance operator capability extending well beyond the scope of this analysis
could be constructed. It is believed that the approach described above>

is consistent with that desire. By structuring the investigation upon
event trees which logically develop the basic functions which must be
accomplished by the plant (e.g., reactivity control, primary inventory
control, core cooling, Etc.) and then focusing on the specific operator

l' tasks necessitated by postulated equipment failure, this analysis can not
only produce useful results concerning plant instrumentation which can
stand by themselves, but can also be used as a starting point for a wide
spectrum of subsequent analyses designed to further enhance operatori

capabili ty. Further discussion concerning the value of this approach for
other investigations can be found in Section 5.0.

1
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4.0 EXAMPLE SEQUENCE TO ILLUSTRATE APPROACH
'

While the technical approach described in the previous section
was designed to logically progress from one step to the next, it necessar-
ily involved a relatively large number of interrelated steps. In order
to facilitate an understanding of this approach, an application of this
approach to an example accident sequence is presented in this section.)

! The sequence selected for this purpose is the "V" sequence mentioned pre-
" viously.

' 4.1 Sequence Description

| In its evaluation of the Surry Pressurized Water Reactor, the
Reactor Safety Study identified the Interfacing-Systems LOCA as the high-'

est risk contributing accident sequence. This sequence, designated as
sequence "V", is concerned with the failure of any one of three sets of

,

two check valves which separate the Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS)
and the primary coolant lines. These check valves, as they are configured
for the Surry plant, are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4

; The significance of these check valves is that they separate a
j high pressure system (the primary coolant system) from a system which is

not designed to withstand these high pressures and which passes outside
of containment (the LPIS). Thus, failure of thes? valves would lead to an
overpressure and subsequent rupture of the LPIS and provide a path for"

primary coolant loss outside of containment. Not only would the LPIS be

! unavailable to cope with the LOCA, but other emergency coolant injected
into the primary system would flow out of the break. Emergency coolant

;

recirculation would then be impossible due to the lack of water in the
containment sump and core melt would occur soon after the supply of emer-
gency coolant injection water in the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST)

,

is depleted. Since this sequence involves a LOCA that breaches and
'

i

i
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:

'

*
,

;

j bypasses containment, the containment engineered safety features would be
ineffective for this accident, and the status of the containment has little

' - relevsnce to this sequence. Figures 4.2 through 4.6 provide information
concerning the behavior of some key parameters which describe the primary'

system response following the interfacing systems LOCA assuming accumulator
availability, but with all other ECCS components failed. As can be seen
from Figure 4.6, core melt under these conditions would occur about 30-

minutes after the LOCA. WASH-1400 indicates that core melt will be delayed
4 for about another hour if more than one HPIS pump were to operate and for

an additional 10 hours if only one HPIS pump were to operate.

The event tree developed for this Interfacing-Systems LOCA event,

j in the RSS is presented in Figure 4.7 with the "V" sequence highlighted.
! In the following discussion it should be remembered that, for the "V"

sequence, all piant safety systems successfully start-up and perform their'

designed functions (even though this is not sufficient to prevent core

| melt). Sequences which involve additional safety system failures (e.g.,
VD, VK, etc.) are probabilistically far less significant tharf the "V"

sequence, and are not addressed here. Thus, in the analysis below, no

|s additional safety system failures will be included with the exception of
those attributed to incorrect operator action. In addition, it should be,

j noted that we are concerned with operator action during and after an acci-
' dent; events occurring prior to the' initiating LOCA which might have con-

tributed to the LOCA (e.g., failure of a check valve to reseat) are not
explicitly addressed. Testing and surveillance procedures have been dis-
cussed in previous analyses (3) which involve the use of pressure monitors

4 - between the check valves. The information provided by these instruments
should alert the operator to an abnormal condition in the LPIS line and

,

shutdown procedures could be initiated before the LOCA occurs.
7

1

4

l .

i
;

i -,

!
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|
4.2 Operator Actions '

;

As can be seen in Figure 4.?, the "V" sequence is different from I

virtually all other significant accident sequences because core melt will
inevitably occur following the initiating e'ent, even if all safety systems
perform properly. Thus, the only barrier between the initiating event and
core melt is extraordinary operator action over end above the normal pre- !

planned functions he must perform to allow successful safety system per-
formance (e.g., the pre-planned action of re-aligning valves for recircu-

|

lation mode). Since this type of action is called for, it is crucial that
the operator immediately determine that this particular type of LOCA has
occurred.

Following this important first step, the operator must initiate
actions which could result in successful termination of this sequence short
of core melt. The only action of this kind would be to isolate the low
pressure system rupture from the primary system by closing the block valve

1upstream of the rupture. It is not clear, at this point, whether this !
1block valve can be closed under the LOCA conditions; the possibility of |

isolation at least involves aspects of design that could vary from plant
to plant.

Whether or not the rupture can be isolated, the operator must
take action to delay core melt. This delaying action serves two purposes:
1) it provides additional time to attempt isolation, and 2) if isolation
fails, delaying the melt will result in increased time for emergency
actions such as evacuation of the site and surroundings, and transfer of
water from an outside source to the RWST. Should melt occur, the delay
will reduce the radioactivity release. The timing of the melt is deter-
mined by how long emergency coolant can be injected into the core to keep
it covered before the coolant supply in the RWST is exhausted. The oper-
ator's job, therefore, is to ensure that sufficient coolant is delivered
to the core through the HPCI system, and to also ensure that no other
unnecessary draw on the RWST supply is made.

18
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i.
1

The remaining operator actions will depend on whether isolation
is achieved or not. If not, the operator can only perform a monitoring
role; determining approach to and commencement of core melt will be his

! major responsibility. If isolation is successful, the operator must

ensure that water level. is maintained in the core and long-term heat ,,

removal is achieved. This could involve not only his normal pre-planned
'

actions to ensure these functions, but additional " recovery" actions made
'

necessary by his previous actions to delay core melt which involved valv--

| ing off emergency systems. ,

!
'

o

To summarize, the key operator actions given an Interfacing Sys-
'tems LOCA are:<

1. Determine occurrence of LOCA outside containment

2. Initiate attempt' to isolate rupture (and to secure,

an outside water source to maintain water level in
: RWST).
. .

'
i 3. Delay core melt by providing minimum necessary

draw on RWST to keep core covered
;

4. If isolation fails, monitor approach to core melt.
If isolation succeeds, ensure continued core cover-
ing and heat removal.

s

i.
In Figure 4.8, a logic diagram is presented which displays the

possible sequence progression. This figure can be viewed as a version of
; Figure 4.7 which develops the sequence logic in terms of operator action

events.
4

Atstate(])inthelogicfigure,theoperatormustunambiguously
,,

! determine the occurrence of the LOCA. He must then make sure the reactor
is shutdown. The1"V" sequence in WASH-1400 assumes successful scram and-

.the system moves into state ([)(scram failure would result in state (U[
,

which leads to core melt regardless of subsequent operator action). After
,

19
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verifying scram, the operator then attempts to ensure minimum necessary
coolant injection to prevent melt, isolate the rupture, and perform the
necessary actions to ensure continued adequate water inventory in the core and
long-term heat removal capability (i.e., move successively from state 2)
to@to@to@and, thus, to successful termination of the accident).

Failure to isolate or to perform the necessary actions after
isolation leads to core melt. If the operator fails to take any action
to delay melt, it is not obvious that core melt will automatically follow.
It is possible that rapid action to isolate the rupture could lead to a
pointsimilartostate@ In fact, if this is accomplished, the operator
couldbeinabetterpositiontomovetostate@becausehedoesn'thave
to worry about re-aligning systems whose configuration was altered to
delay melt. Of course, if he doesn't take the delaying action, the pro-
bability of successful isolation is reduced and the consequences of non-
isolation are increased. The operating procedures specifying when to ini-
tiate delaying action will obviously be a function of the likelihood of
successful isolation as a function of time, and therefore could vary from
plant to plant. However, the important point to note here is that these

i considerations of specific operator procedures do not materially affect
the conclusion relevant to this analysis, i.e., the operator must receive
sufficient information to allow him to isolate the rupture and take delay-
ing action (when and if he wishes). Thus, sequences D and E of Figure 4.8
are not significant here.

4.3 Key Parameters

In the preceding section, the significant actions required of
the operator in response to the interfacing system LOCA were identified.
In order for the operator to efficiently perform these actions, he must
receive sufficient information via the plant instrumentation concerning
the status of var;ious plant systems and components. It is the purpose of

20
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this section to identify the key parameters of the plant state whose mea-
surement would provide the operator with the necessary and sufficient

'

information to unambiguously determine the state of the plant as the acci-
dent sequence progresses and to take the corrective actions outlined above.
Figure 4.8 will be used to provide the logical framework for this section.

In the WASH-1400 evaluation of this sequence, it was assumed
that the LPIS check valve rupture would lead directly to overpressurization
and rupture of the LPIS. It is not clear how much (if any) time exists
for useful operator action to take place between the time of check valve
rupture and LPIS rupture. If little or no time exists, then detecting the

check valve rupture is not of great concern because 1) the operator wouldn't
be able to de much about it, and 2) the effects of the LPIS rupture will
be much more obvious and would provide a better basis for operator action.
If, however, detecting the check valve rupture would provide a useful "early
warning" to tne operator, monitoring the pressure, temperature, and radia-
tion levels in the LPIS would provide ample information. Large rapid
increases in these parameters would indicate to the operator that the check
valve rupture had occurred, reactor shutdown should take place, LPIS rup-
t"re can be expected, and LPIS isolation should be initiated.

As noted previously the immediate concern following this type
of LOCA is the rapid and unambiguous determination by the operator that

( this spesific initiating event has occurred. That is, referring to Fig-

ure 4.8, the operator must determine that the plant is in state @. This
is especially important for this sequence because 1) if no operator action
is taken, the core will melt even if all safety systems function properly,
and 2) the operator action called for here is unusual in that making sure
some safety systems do not operate is necessary to delay core melt.;

|

!
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Fortunately, the Interfacing Systems LOCA possesses a rather

distinct accident " signature" that should be relatively easy to distinguish
from others. The occurrence of the LPIS rupture will be characterized by
a decrease in RCS temperature and pressurizer level and a rapid drop in RCS
pressure and water inventory as the primary coolant flows out the rupture.
The expected behavior of these primary system parameters is illustrated in
Figures 4.2 through 4.6. However, unlike other LOCAs inside containment,

a corresponding rise in containment pressure and temperature or radiation
level will not be experienced. In addition, the radiation level and tem-

perature within the Auxiliary building (where the rupture occurs) will
increase.

Thus, measurements of the following parameters and their behav-
ior should be sufficient to determine that the rupture has occurred and
distinguish it from other LOCAs (i.e., that the plant is in state @):

e RCS pressure decrease

e RCS temperature decrease

e Pressurizer level decrease
o Containment pressure constant

e Containment temperature constant

e Containment radiation level constant
|
I

e Auxiliary building temperature increase

e Auxiliary building radiation level increase

I
|
'

As a minimum, a single parameter (temperature, pressure, or radi-
ation level) in the RCS, Containment, and Auxiliary buildings must be
r;on i to red . Additional parameters can be used as diverse backups to ensure
reliable determination. !

.

l
1
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In addition to the above parameters, increase in pressure, flow,
temperature, and radiation in the LPIS piping between the RCS and the rup-
ture can be monitored. These parameters could be utilized by the operator
to differentiate this Interfacing Systems LOCA event from a steam line
break outside containment or any other event which could potentially be
confused with the "V" sequence initiator. These hwe been mentioned pre-

viously with regard to pre-rupture determination of check valve failure
and will be discussed below in regard to isolation actions.

Once the determination has been made that the LPIS rupture has
occurred based on the above mentioned measurable parameters, the operator
must determine that the plant has moved into statehby confirming that
reactor scram has occurred. Control rod position indication or measure-
ments of neutron flux can provide this information. Secondary indications

would be the RCS pressure and temperature which would be higher for the
,

failure to scram state @ relative to stat d . The extent of the differ-
'

ence would depend upon the break size. More information is needed concern-
ing the RCS pressure and temperature given failure to scram before this
would be a reliable indication; however, the probability of this sequence ;

makes this analysis a very low priority item.

|

| Following operator determination that the reactor is shutdown,
I

sufficient-information must be provided to the operator to allow him to
delay core melt. This entails two basic determinations: 1) emergency

coolant injection is sufficient to keep the core covered and 2) no other
unnecessary draws on the RWST are made.

.

In order to accomplish the first, the most direct measurement

| would be reactor vessel water level. Also, a ccabination of primary pres-
I

sure and core temperature could provide the operator with an indication
of the margin in core cooling und the need for emergency coolant injection.
It is believed that all three parainders (coolant level, RCS pressure, and

23
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core temperature) should be monitored to provide unambiguous determination
of HPCI flow requirements. Measuring the radiation level in the primary
coolant water would provide an indication of fuel cladding failure and
thereby indicate that the de oying action was not adeqtlate. Indication of
emergency coolant flow into the reactor can be obtained by monitoring HPIS

flow rates and accumulator flow rate and/or occumulator tank level. |

|

While' monitoring these flow i stes will often indicate the source
of problems should ECI not be adequate, they should not be relied upon by
themselves to indicate successful ECI. This determination should be based
on the more fundamental parameters noted above: primary pressure and core
temperature, vessel water level, and primary coolant radiation level.

The second requirement for instrumentation for st&te@can be
accomplished by monitoring the RWST level in conjunction with HPIS flow and
by monitoring the flow rates from the RWST through lines connected to other
systems drawing on the RWST. The operator is assumed to take the necessary
action to ensure that these additional systems (such as LPIL and CSIS) do
not draw from the RWST provided he is given sufficient information. Should

the operator determine that the RWST level is decreasing at a rate higher

,
than that consistent with the HPIS flow required, he must determine the
source of the additional outflow and terminate the unneccesary draw on the

i RWST. Flow indications in the lines from the RWST other than HPI will
indicate the reason for the excessive depletion of the RWST and indication
of the position of isolation valves in the flow paths should provide the
necessary information to allow corrective action. For the Surry plant, the
'important valves are the isolation valves in the LPIS and the CSIS.

Isolating the LPIS rupture will obviously be of major importance
in this sequence. In order to do so'and thereby move the plant into state

@ (as opposed to @ or @ which lead inevitably to core melt), the opera-
tor must identify the location of the rupture and close the isolation valve (s)

i
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between the RCS and the rupture. The number and location of these valves
will vary from plant to plant. The location of the rupture can be deter-

,

mined by monitoring the pressure, temperature, and/or radiation level in
,

the interfacing-systems. The probability of the rupture occurring in sys-
tems other than the LPIS was evaluated to be insignificant for the Surry
plaat in WASH-1400, and, therefore, the discussion here is limited to that
system. Should evaluations- of other plants determine that other interfac-
ing system LOCAs are probabilistically sign'ficant, the monitoring of these
systems in a manner analogous to the present discussion can be carried out.

4 It is conservatively assumed that the rupture of the LPIS occurs in the
common piping or header of the LPIS downstream from the LPIS pumps (in nor-
mal operation); and the locked-open valve must then be closed to accomplish
isolation. (Refer to Figure 4.1.) The position of this valve must there-

fore be indicated in the control room. Confirmation of isolation will be
available from the primary coolant system instrumer.tation: RCS pressure
and pressurizer level will respond to the closing of the valve and begin
to increase as the HPIS continues flow.,

From system state (2), the operator must then take the plant into

asafeshutdownstate(3). .c state ($), the primary system integrity has
i been re-established, the HPIS pump (s) are operating, the LPIS and CSIS are

assumed to be isolated, and the containment is at, or very near, normal
pressure and. temperature. The operator must now take the necessary action
to bring the plant to a stable condition by establishing long-term cooling.

! In the initial stages of this phase, he must shut off the HPI

j pumps when they are no longer required. The information necessary to do
| this is provided by measurements of the coolant level supported by a com-

bination of primary system temperature and pressure just as it was in the
pievious state. Pressurizer level could be used as a diverse backup mea-
surement but should not be relied upon by itself.

25
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<.
At this point in the analysis, the necessary operator actions

j to establish long-term cooling are not exactly clear. It is necessary to )
!

! ' identify the potential modes of cooling (e.g., steam generators with

! auxiliary feedwater), ascertain their effectiveness given the sequence of

! events resulting in plant state @, and identify the key parameters whose
measurement would allow the operator to utilize these cooling modes to

] arriveatstate@f.
;

i It is possible that difficulties could arise in establishing
this cooling which could result in a rise in primary system pressure and

j- -temperature, which could then initiate a series of additional problems

! requiring operator action. Pressure rises which cause the primary system

[ safety valves to open (and perhaps not reclose) could result in the need
j for re-starting the HPI pumps and the CSIS pumps. Sequences of events

| such as these will result in operator actions which are identical, with
a few exceptions, to sequences which will be analyzed in other sections

1 (e.g., small LOCA resulting from stuck-open relief valve). Therefore, in

this section we will limit the discussion to that concerned with these
; exceptions. Note that the remaining actions required of the operator should

these additional faults occur and initiate new accident sequences are
2 addressed in the appropriate sections of this report pertaining to those

accident sequences.
1

The exceptions noted above refer to the unique operator actions
;

i made necessary by the delaying actions undertaken by the operator at earlier
i stages of this accident. Specifically, the operator must ensure that all

trains of the HPIS are available if needed, the CSIS is available, and suf-
,

:

ficient water remains in the RWST for these injection systems to operate
- and provide enough water for recirculation cooling. However, the instru-

mentation which was identified above to allow the operator to take the ini-
.

tial-delaying action is also sufficient to allow him to re-establish flow< -

! through these lines should it-become necessary.
i

1

.I
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4.4 Summary and Conc' sions1

! In the preceding sections, the interfacing LOCA "V" sequence was

evaluated with the purpose of identifying the instrumentation which will
provide the necessary and sufficient information to the operator to allow I

j .him to determine unambiguously the state of the plant and to efficiently
! take the required corrective action as thie sequence progresses. Table 4.1

presents, in summary form, the results o' ais analysis. The presentation
<

of these results is structured around the Key plant states that could develop;

as the accident sequence progresses. These states are illustrated in Fig-4

ure 4.8. For each plant state, the following information is summarized:
1

the information required to unambiguously determinee

that the plant is in that specific state

e the appropriate operator action at that state
,

the information required by the operator to takee,

'

this action

Following this summary of results is a discussion of key assump-
. tions that went into the analysis and the major areas where further work
t-
; is necessary to answer specific questions, confirm assumptions, reduce

uncertainties, etc.

1.
L

The information contained in the summary table is based on a num-
ber of assumptions concerning plant performance and the feasibility and

-effectiveness of specific operator actions. Since many of these actions

take place under plant conditions which have not been extensively analyzed
in the past, there is necessarily some uncertainty associated with these

|
assumptions. Summarized below are the key areas where further work could

be beneficially performed to either confirm uncertain assumptions, answer
key questions, or reduce uncertainties to a level to produce a reasonable
level of confidence in the conclusions of this analysis:

27
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e Is it reasonable to assume a time delay between
check valve rupture and LPIS rupture'of suffic-

'-ient duration to allow operator action? if so,
monitoring LPIS pressure, temperature, and flow
becomes more important.

e A detailed examination of the possible draws on
the RWST should.be performed and the actuating
signals for these systems should be identified
and compared with the expected conditions during
the core melt delay phase of the accident.

e The feasibility of successful isolation is uncer-
tain and is at least sensitive to specific plant
design. Can the valve (s) physically close under
the pressure and flow conditions present? Are
the valves remotely or locally controlled? (For'
the Surry plant, the isolation valve can be actu-
ated from the control room.) Answering these
questions would allow a more detailed evaluation
of the operator actions required, but would not
affect the remainder of the analysis.

e A better definition of the plant state following
isolation is needed in order to identify the

appropriate operator actions necessary to estab-
lish long-term cooling.

o More detailed information concerning plant states
is necessary to establish the necessary ranges
for the instrumentation.

e The appropriate operator actions once core melt
is inevitable need to be better defined. Speci-
cally, what consequence mitigation actions can be
performed? I

.
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Table 4.1. Summary of Key Operator Actions and Information Requirements for V-Sequence

APPROPRIATE OPERATOR INFORMATION REQUIRED
PLANT STATE DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION REQUIRED ACTION FOLLOWING TO TAKE(See Figure 4.8) PLANT STATE TO IDENTIFY PLANT STATE STATE IDENTIFICATION APPROPRIATE ACTION

@ Rupture of check e RCS P,T Prepare for actions See states @ @ @valves results in LPIS e Pressurizer water illustrated in Fig.4.8 and@overpressure and level
rupture o Containment P,T,R

e Aux. Building T,R
e LPIS P T.R,F

@ Reactor scram; decay Control Rod Position Initiate core melt RCS P,T
power level; RCS pres- Neutron flux delay actions and Vessel water level
sure rapidly decreas- isolation HPIS flow
ing to HPIS actuation Accumulator flow
level Accumulator Tank level

LPIS flow from RWST
m CSIS flow from RWST*

RWST level
Isolation valve (s)

posi tion

@ Reactor not scranned; Control Rod Position Monitor approach to Primary system
power level above Neutron Flux cladding failure; radiation level
capacity of HPIS to RCS P,T initiate conse';uence Aux. Building R
remove heat; core melt mitigation systems
assumed to follow

@ Minimum sufficient RCS P,T Initiate (or continue) Isolatian valve (s)
; flow from HPIS to keep Vessel water level isolation actions position

; core covered and RWST level
prevent melt LPIS flow from RWST

CSIS flow from RWST

@ Either insufficient Sameas@ Same as@ Sameas@
HPIS flow or excessive
draw on RWST

..



Table 4.1. (Continued)

APPROPRIATE OPERATOR INFORMATION REQUIRED
PLANT STATE DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION REQUIRED ACTION FOLLOWING TO TAKE

(See Figure 3) PLANT STATE TO IDENTIFY PLANT STATE STATE IDENTIFICATION APPROPRIATE ACTION

@ LOCA successfully Isolation valve Initiate long-term RCS P,T
isolated before core position hea t' removal Vessel water level
melt occurs RCS P Steam generator water

LPIS flow level
Pressurizer water level Auxiliary FW flow

CST level
Reactor power level

@ Isolation fails after Sameas@ Monitor approach to Primary system
delaying action core core melt and initiate radiation level
melt occurs when RWST consequence mitigation RWST level

g depleted actions Aux. Building R

@ Isolation fails; no Same as @ Same as @ Same as @
delaying action has
occurred; core melt
occurs more quickly
than 4a -

@ Long-term heat removal RCS P,T
established Steam gen. level

Aux. FW flow

@ Long-term heat removal RCS P,T Initiate consequence
not established; no Steam gen. level mitigation systems
corrective action Aux. FW flow
possible

P = Pressure T = Temperature
R = Radiation Level F = Flow Ra te

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As noted previously, thi; analysis involved the investigation
of seven accident sequences selected primarily on the basis of public risk.
One of these sequences - the "V" sequence from WASH-1400 - has already
been presented in the preceding section as an example intended to illus-
trate the technical approach utilized in this study. Similar discussions
of the remaining six sequences are presented in the appendices to this
report. In this section, the results obtained from the analysis of these
seven sequences are summarized and discussed. In addition to delineating
the key measureable parameters resulting from these analyses, conclusions

concerning the validity of the technical approach in accomplishing the
objectives of this investigation and its value with respect to subsequent
related analyses are discussed.

5.1 Summary Table

The results obtained for each of the seven accident sequences
were combined together to produce an integrated listing 01 instrumentation
needs. This list is presented as the first column of Table 5.1. Included
in this summary table are brief descriptions of the purpose of each para-
meter; this entails an identification of the specific accident condition
and associated operator tasks which necessitate the information provided
by the monitoring of the parameter. Remarks which are considered neces-
sary to either amplify, clarify, or qualify the need for each parameter
are also included.

As noted in the swnary table, a number of parameters have been
identified which are not included in the current version of Regulatory
Guide 1.97. These additional parameters can be grouped into three general
categories.
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|

|
.

The first category consists of parameters which are necessary

I to provide crucial information to the operator and should be included in
j Reg. Guide 1.97. Examples of such parameters are: 1) the containment sump

water temperature which provides the operator with critical information

|
concerning the availability of an adequate NPSH for the emergency recircu-
lation pumps in the S C, S HF , and 5 HF sequences; 2) various parameters

2 2
i ancerned with the LPIS (e.g., LPIS pressure, isolation valve position,

| etc.; which are necestary for unambiguous diagnosis of the interfacing
system LOCA initiator; 3) boron concentration, which can provide shutdown
margin information under accident conditions which adversely affect the
reliability of neutron flux monitor measurements.

The second category consists of parameters for which additional
|

| supporting analysis is required before they can confidently be identified
as necessary. These are primarily normally redundant parameters which are
intended to provide information under accident conditions which could
adversely affect the reliability of the prime sources of information. For

,

example, in BWRs the vessel water level is normally considered the prime
source of information concerning the effectiveness of core cooling (it is

i

1 generally assumed that if the water level is adequate, the core is being
sufficiently cooled). However, under sonie postulated severe accident con-
ditions, the reliability of this level measurement might be significantly
reduced and alternative measurements (such as core temperature and pressure)

|

| could be necessary to monitor core cooling. Further analysis is required

to determine the likelihood of such severe core conditions and the relia-
bility of the prime information source under these conditions. The vessel

water level would be a comparable parameter in PWRs.

|

(

|

| 40
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|- ,

The parameters which are included in the third category are con-
i cerned with the status of individual components in safety systems (especi-

ally valve positions). These parameters are intended to provide the opera-
tor with the necessary information to take specifically identified system

i re-configuration actions (e.g., manual alignment of RHR and securing of
HPIS in the BWR TC requence), to verify system availability, or to diagnose
system failure causes and to initiate repair actions (e.g., the upper com-
partment drain valves in the S HF and S HF sequences). '

j 2

4

'

This last purpose (diagnosis of failure cause and initiation of
repair) resulted in a number of parameters which were not specifically

! included in Reg. Guide 1.97, and might represent a fundamental difference
1

of scope between this report and Reg. Guide 1.97. This analysis was based
on an identification of required operator tasks which included not only a
determination of the plant state, but also actions to bring the plant to
a successful shutdown. While the determination of plant state can often
be accomplished with a relatively few fundamental parameters (e.g., RCS
temperature, RCS pressure, etc.), the diagnosis and repair of failures
often necessitates much more detailed information concerning specific sub-

' systems or components.

. 5.1.1 Completeness

}

j The completeness of the list of measuraable parameters in Table

5.1 is obviously dependent upon the completeness of the supporting analy-
sis (i.e., by the completeness of the set of accident sequences addressed).

j In a probabilistic approach, the attainment of absolute completeness is
not attempted, and the cut-off point is based on a datermination that any
sequences not considered are not significa.it contributors to risk (rela-,

tive to those addressed) or would not affect the results of the analysis
due to their similarity to included sequences. The precise meaning of
"significant" usually entails soma implicit estimation that the risks

:
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|

|

I
. associated with the excluded sequences are either acceptable or at least

.

[ not high enough to justify the cost of implementing any safety improve-
ments which might result from the inclusion of these additional sequences?

] in the analysis. In some cases, an explicit determination of this type is
; performed in the form of a cost-benefit or risk-benefit analysis.

I

j Due to the preliminary nature of this investigation, no attempt
was made to achieve completeness. A number of accident sequences were'

selected which represent dominant risk contributors; however, this does
not imply that additional sequences do not exist which are "significant"
in the sense described above. While this indicates that additional para-

| meters might be added to the list should subsequent analyses consider
additional accident sequences, it should also be noted that those parame-
ters which are included in Table 5.1 will not be removed due to the con-
sideration of additional sequences. Recomendations for further investi-
gations to address this completeness problem are discussed in Section 6.0.

5.1.2 Necessary vs. Redundant.

:

| In many instances, multiple parameters are included in Table 5.1
with the identical indicated purpose. For example, instruments to measure

neutron flux and boron concentration are both indicated with the purpose<

of providing- the operator with criticality information. In these cases,

one or more of the instruments serves as a redundant or diverse back-up to
ensure reliable information flow to the operator. How to determine whether

a. specific redundant instrument is necessary to the operator or merely a
J handy " extra" of little real value is a difficult problem. The ability to

make this determination is also sensitive to the completeness of the analy-*

sis. This is because under one set of accident conditions monitoring a

|. particular parameter might be necessary for back-up confirmatory informa-
. tion, while under another accident condition it might be the operator's
primary or-only' source of this~ information. For example, under most

,
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conditions, the neutron flux is a reliable indicator of criticality; how-
_

ever, under accident conditions which could result in voids in the core,
the neutron flux monitors can become much less reliable and the ability|

to measure boron concentration becomes very important.
!

Therefore, in developing Table 5.1, multiple parameters were
| included for the same informational purpose if it was determined that the

existing accident conditions could be expected to adversely affect the
ability to reliably monitor one or more of these parameters. A reasonable
justification therefore exists for normally redundant instruments based on
an examination of specific accident conditions. For these cases where the
effect of tne accident on instrument reliability was not very clear, redun-
dant parameters were included. This was done as both a conservative action
under uncertain information and as a recognition that the examination of
sequences beyond those considered here could result in increased importance
of these seemingly redundant parameters.

It should also be noted that redundant and diverse instruments
are also valuable for protecting against random instrument failure unre-
lated to extraordinary conditions imposed by the accident; however, this
purpose was not considered in the determination of the parameters included
in Table 5.1.

5.1.3 Plant Specificity

While most of the instrumentation requirements listed in Table
5.1 would apply to all nuclear plants, it should be remembered that this
analysis was based on three specific plant designs. Design differences
in other reactors could affect the results of an analysis of this type in
three basic ways:
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:

i

| 1) The risk significance of particular accident
sequences varies from plant to plant; this was :'

demonstrated by the results of the Sequoyah
! Reactor Safety Study.

2) The physical plant response to the postulated ,
-

failure events can be significantly different |

(especially between plants of different ven-
j

;.
dors); this could affect the definition of
appropriate operator tasks, the accident sig-

<

nature by which the operator diagnoses the'

plant condition, and the probability of the
;

1 operator successfully accomplishing his tasks
due to variations in required response time.

1

3) Details of the plant design can significantly
affect the options available to the operator,'

i especially with respect to repair tasks; for
i example, the number and position of block
!

valves and whether they are locally or remotely
; controlled obviously affects the ability of

the operator to isolate postulated breaks and?

| can in some circumstances make this action
impossible.

Many of these considerations are addressed in the discussions
of the seven individual sequences included in this report and recommenda-'

i tions related to this problem of plant specificity are presented in Sec-

tion 6.0.

5.2 Validity of Approach
,

It was recognized at the outset of this analysis that the pro-
posed technical approach differed significantly from that taken in simi-
lar past investigations. In fact, a major purpose of this work was to
determine the effectiveness and usefulness of the selected approach.,

A key conclusion of this effort is that.the technical approach
outlined in Section 3.0, with a few minor reservations discussed below,
was not only a very effective way of accomplishing the objectives of this

,

h
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particular analysis but was also able to set a logical foundation upon
which further analyses designed to enhance operator action can be based.

,

Probably the most important feature of this approach which
allowed an efficient systematic investigation to be performed was that it

,

forced the analyst to identify and focus on the specific tasks required
of the operator under a variety of selected important accident sequences.
In this way, specific informational needs could be identified and the
required instrumentation determined.i

The identification of these specific required tasks and associ-
ated operator informational needs was not only a key step in this analysis,
but must necessarily be the starting point for many other analyses address-
ing additional aspects of the general operator / plant interface problem.
For example, the logical foundation for a computerized disturbance analy-
sis system must be a determination of the functions such a system will be
expected to perform. These functions can be considered, in effect, to be

the required tasks of a superhuman operator. Thus, the technical approach
utilized in this study can provide this foundation. In general, any study
with the objective of improving the operator's capability to perform his
tasks -- whether the study concerns the optimum configuration of knobs and
dials in the control room or the training nf operators on simulators --;

i must begin with a systematic definition of these required tasks. Again,
this approach is designed to provide this starting point.

The reservatio..s mentioned Ebove concern the amount of supporting
analysis required by this approach. As discussed in Section 3.0, this

; approach is based on a detailed investigation of individual accident
sequences which necessitates a thorough understanding of the plant response
to key accident conditions. However, most of the available plant response
analyses either address sequences which do not entail the multiple failures
associated with the high risk accident sequences, or adopt very conservative
assumptions which obscure important information.
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Fortunately, the value of best-estimate codes for plant response
modeling and the application of such codes to investigations of risk sig-
nificant accident sequences is becoming recognized throughout the industry.
With numerous groups increasing their capability to perform such analyses,
the difficulties associated with the technical approach utilized here should
significantly diminish in the near future. In fact, the technical approach
described in Section 3.0 provides the most effective way of utilizing the
flow of new information which should result from the expanded use of real-
istic plant models.

1
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Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

Measured
Variable Y SC S itF TML/TMLB' Councnts2 g

Control Rod * Verification of scram Sane as V Saue as V Same as V Provides primary indication
Position of successful scram

Neutron flux * Verification of scram Same as V Some as V Sane a s V Indicates shutdown margin;
important after initial
failure to scram; might te
unreliable under voiding
conditions

RCS Pressure * Diagnosis of initiat- * Identification of Sane as 5 C * Indication of tra e-2ing LOCA event initiating small sient initiator
* Determination of need break * Indication of in-

for and effectiveness * Determination of tegrity of primary
of ECI need for and ef- system

*Provides, along with fectiveness of *Provides, along
RCS temperature, de- ECI and ECR with RCS tenperature,
gree of subcooling * Provides, along degree of subcooling

* Indication of break with RCS temper-
isolation ature, degree ofy

N subcuoling

RCS Temper 6ture * Provides, along with Same as " Sanc as V *Provides, along Measurenonts of both hot
RCS pressure, degree with RCS pressure, and cold leg temperatures
of subtooling degree of subcooling useful for natural cir-

* Indicator of natural culation
circulation

Pressurizer level * Indication of initiat- *Ind'_ation os Sane as S C * Indication of ini-p
ing event in tiating event tiating event

* Indication of isolat- * Diagnosis of size
ion of break and location of

break
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Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Seouence Evaluations

PWR Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

r 2 5,itF TML/TMLB' Cocuents
*

Y SC

Pressurizer Relles
Valve position,
discharge line * Verification of Other paranieters designed ,

flow, or drain pressurizer relief to indicate RCS integrity
tank level valve reclosure can be used as back-up to

these direct indications

Vessel Water level * Indication of need for * Indication of kt o. . H n. Ee g G ue 1.97. ,and effectiveness of initiating event Same as S C * Indication of ini- Other thermodynamic pararneters .g
ECl * Indication of tiating event (e.g. RCS pressure and tem-

*Indicat Ln of iso- need for and * Verification of're- perature) can be used for
la R n of break effectiveness of lief valve closure nest accident conditions.

ECI and success of main- further analysis is required
taining adequate to determine if these para-
liquid inventory meters are sufficient for all

,

significant accident condi-
3 tions .

CD '

Primary System * Indication of approach Sarre as V Sane as V Saoe as V
'

On-l* * tiricly acasurenie ntIdare :ssary; system shouRadiation level to core nelt
*Assessnent of extent rem operabic under all

of core damage fol. accident conditions including
lowing restoration (untainrent isolation

of tore cooling

i

Boron Concentrat- * Indication of shut- Sane as V Sane as V Same as V Could be useful back-up if
ion down pergin accident progresses to con-

,

ditions which make neutron !

flus cunitors unreliable |
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

Measured fY SC S HF TML/TMLB ConnentsVariable
,

2 g

Containnent *Diagnosts ,* initiat- * Diagnosis of *0fagnosis of * Verification of
Pressure ing LOCA initiating break initiating relief valve

* Indication of break reclosure
CSIS failure. *Provides, in * Indication of
repale of CSIS. conbination containnent in-
and effectiveness with sump tegrity
of CSRS water tetrp-
*Provides, in erature, in-
combination with dication of
sump water temp- adequate NPSH
erature, in- for ECR pumps
dication of *Indirstion of
ddequate NPSH for cor.ainment
ECR punos. 0 (egrity

eindication of ' ndication of.

containnent in- CSRS failure
3 tegrity or effective-'
e ness

Containment * Verifies contain- Sa ms as $ C Saine as 5 C
2 2Isolation Valve ment isulation to

Position preclude trans-
g port of radio-

active likiterial
' through contain-

ment penetrations
,



Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence EvaluatiCns
*

PWR Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

y $C S HF TML/TMLB' CormentsWa sured
d'a riable 2 g

Containment * Diagnosis of initiat- * Diagnosis of * Diagnosis of * Verification of Containnent humidity can

Temperature ing LOCA initiating breek initiating relief valve be used as a highly reliable
*!ndication of break reclosure backup to contairauent

CSIS failure. * Indication of pressure and temperature
repair of CSIS, CSRS failure to indicate priniary 1,ystem
or effectiveness or effective- integrity

of C5RS ness

Containnent * Diagnosis of initiat- Sane as V Same as V Serves as backup to con- '

tairment pre:sur e and
Radiation Level ing LOCA temperature for indication of

loss of prinary boundary
integrity

Containment Sump * Indicate avail- * Indicate ab- Can also be used as indicator

Water level ability of water 'anse of of initiating break
I

f or ECR and CSRS coolant flowon 8

O between upper

and lower
compa rtuent
and success-

.
ful restor- 3

ation of flow

Containment Sump *In conjunction Saite as 5 C Not included in Reg. Guide
2 1.97with contain-Water Temperature

nent pressure,
indicates ade-
quate NPSit for
CSRS and ECR

|pump operatior.

I
'
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Table 5.1. Summary Of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR Major Purpose fo r Indica'ed PWR Accident Scouence

Measured
Variable Y fSC S ilF TML/TMtB Coments

'

2 g

Upper Containment eindication of Not specific.?iv identifiedCompartaent major cause in Reg. Guide 1.9s i,.! onlyWater Level and for ECCS applicable to plants with
Drain Valve (be- secirculation similarly designed contain-tween upper and failure nient drain systemlower compart- * Indication ofnents) position repair and

restoration
. of flow

Steam Cenerator * Indication of cap- * Indication of Sarie as 5 C *Indicattore of initi-2tevel ability of long term feedwater system ating transient
decay heat rettioval performance * Indication of per-

fumance of ault-
liiary system

Steaia Generator ~* Indication of capability * Indication of Sanc as S C * Indication of per-
2Pressure of long term decay heat feedwater system formance of teedwater[ removal performance system

aindication of * Indication of cap-
secondary system ability of using
integrity condensate pumps

(IML)

Steam Generator eindications of Same as $ C Sarie as $ C2 2Sa f ety/Relie f secondary system
Valve Positions integrity

f*.ain feedwater * Indication of initi- Pump discharge pressure
Flow ator, succe n of (not included on Reg. Guide

repair. or utiliza- 1.9/) could be used as
tion of condensate t.ackup indication and
pumps (f or IML) assist in specif ying cause

of failure for IML

.

_ _ _ _
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Table 5.1. Sumary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations

PWR Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Sequence

Variable 2 5,HF TML/TMLB' CouraentsMeasured
Y SC

Austliary Feed- * Indication of adequate * Indication of Saine as S C * Indication of AFWS Pump discharge pressure
2

water riow water flow to steam adequate flow to fatiure and deter- could de used as backup;

generators for long steam generators mination of re- flow control valve positions

term decay feat removal to enhance leat storation cor'd be useful in de-
te mining cause of AFWSrewaval f a lure aid in regulation

of restored AFW5

*Potentially useful Not included in Reg. Guioe
Condensate Purnp in diagnosis of 1.97
flow or Discharge initiating event
Pressure * Indication of

effectiveness of
using condensate
pumps to supply feed-
water to steam gen-

erators for sone TML
initiators

* Diagnosis of AIW Not included in Reg. Guidecri

Steam Supply to failure cause and 1.97
AFW turbine subsequent repair
driven pump

Sane as V Passive system; indirect
Accumulator Tank * Indicate injection indication of performance
level flow rate, after initiator con be obtained from other
dnd/or isolation paroueters
valve position

Condensate Stor- * Indication of ability Sanc as V Same as V Same as V

age Tant tevei to use AFW as heat
removal system

_ _ _ - _ _ .__ _ ____



Table 5.1. Suamary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR Major Purpose for Indicatest PWR Accident Sequence

Measured f
variable 2 S,IlF TML/TMLB ConentsY SC

Refueling Water *!ndication of avail- * Indication of 5ane as 5 C2
Storage Tarik ability of water for availability of

Level EC1 water for EC1
*Detennination of op-

timum use of RWST water
supply in core nelt
delaying actions

HPl$ finw * Indicates success of * Verification of Same as $ C Pungi discharge pressure2
ECl for (ore nelt [Cl operation can be used as backup

delay actions following ini- indication of system

tiator operation

LPIS pressure. * Diagnosis of initiat- Li'IS pressure, tencerature,

temperature, ing event (different- and radiation level not
radiation level, late from other events inriuded in Reg. Guide 1.9/
and/or flow with similar RCS re-

sponse)w * Indication of isolation
of break

* Determination of break
location

LPIs isolation * Indication of success
valve position of isolation f40t included in Heg. Guide

1.97

Containnent Spray * Indication of need to * Indication of * Indication l'uiisi discharge pressur e (an
flow (including isolate system for failure of CSis of operation be used as backup indication

CSIS and CSRS) delaying actions and subsequent | containment of system operation
repair heat renioval



Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR Major Purpose for Indicated PWR Accident Seiluence

Measured
Y SC S lif TML/TMLB' ConnentsVariable 2 g

RHR Flow * Indication of system Same as V *ame as V Sanii> as V Puup discharge piessure can
be used as 1,4ckup indica-operation for long

terin heat s er'ioval tion of system operation

Positions of key elrn11 cation of capabil- Sanc as V Same as V Same as V Not specifically included

valves in safety ity of systems to in Reg. Guide 1.97
related systems opes ate when called
(HP15. LPIS, upon
CSIS, CSRS, eDiagnosis of tailure
CHRS,RHR)

Component Cooling eindication of Sanc as $ C2
Water flow in ef f ec tiver ess
CHR5 heat ex- of containw nt
changers cooling using

C5RS

C0"ponent Cooling s indication of ef fect- Sane as V Sarisis as V Saise as V
ui
@ Water Flow to iveness of long-term

RHR5 tiest Ex- heat removal
changes

6 tliers luid wk ' m ereto re
Auxiliary Baild- eDiagnosis of initiat- %t w1 -1 tn L9 ca ce 1.97*

4

ing lemperature ing event

or Radiation eDetermination of
level suuessful isolation

of break

_ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ __ - _ _ _ _ _
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Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
PWR Major Purpose for Indicated a WR Accident Sequence

Feasured
Variable Y SC S ilF TML/TML8' Counents2 g

Containnent *Indicatiori of only applicable to plantsaualliar*y htaat thei driiuunt with such a systemremoval fan dis- of contain-
charge flow nent cooling

whitti is
being per-
f ,rned and

tie require-
ments for
CSRS

. sane as V Sosiie as V * Indication of 55fety$tatus of Class- * Verification of safety
IE power supplies system availability system availability

to key safety * Diagnosis of cause
system Umriponents for AfWS failure

Sta tus of finii-m
m Class-lE Power

Supplies * Verification of Same as V Sane.as V * Indication of iri-
available power source itiating event for

IMLB' and deter-
mination of re-
storation

4
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Table 5.1. Suninary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations

(WR Major Purpose for Indicated B'4R Accident Sequence
CD1MENTS

Neasured TC

Variable

Control Rod
Position * Indication of f ailure of autonatic scram, and sutcess/ failure of e.anual-

insertion of rods

N utron Flux * Indication of f ailure to scrain and determination of ef fect of nunual
shutdown actions

RCS Pressure e Determination of ef fect of delayed scram
*Need for and ef fectiveness of IIPCI
eEf fectiveness of long term cooling
* Secondary indication of reactor shutdown

RC5 Temperature *Indicattun of ef fectiveness of (cre touling (in toridsination with RCS tocation of instrunients not
pre %ure) yet determined; core exit

temperature (45 listed in
Reg. Guide 1.97) does not

$ seem to be best location.
Intended for those accident
conditions where coolant
level nessur ement might
t>e expected to be unreliable

Vessel Water * Indication of initiating traristerit event

Level * Indication of water inventory
* Determir,ation of need for and ef fectiveness of emergency core cooling
e Determination of when to secure !!PIS and rely on RLIC f or long term

cooling

Main Steam flow e indication of initiator MSIV should autoitutically

Isolation *Detennination ut potential core cooling procedures close following the in-

Position itiating loss of feedwater
transient event

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -



Table 5.1. Summary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
fMR Major Purpose for Indicated BWR Accident Sequence

COMMENTSMeasured
Variable TC

Safety / Relief * Indication of effect of delayed shutdown
valve Positions * Indication of potential ef fectiveness of unual shutdown using SLCS
in Prieury System * Indication of prinury boundary integrity
(including ADS)

Radiation Level * Information f or monitoring of core nelt
in Coolant * Indication of amount of core damage

Containnent e laxitcation of integrity of prinary pressure boundary
Pressure *Indicatior, of containnent integrity

Conta isuiien t * Indication of integrity cf prinary pressure boundary
Tenperature * Indication of contaiturient integrity

Containment e indication of integrity of primary pressure boundary
Radiation level

cn
N Suppression Pool * Indication of princary coolant boundary integrity

Level *Indicattori of availability of water for ECR

Lppression Pool * Indication of ability of cooling system to pusop water
Temperature

Huron Tank level *!ndication of Boron injection f or shutdown

SLCS fluw or * Indication of system operation
pump discharge
prassure



Table 5.1. Sumary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
fMR Major Purpose for Indicated LWR Accident Sequence

COMMCNTS
Measured TC
VarO ble

Boron Concentrat- * Deteswination of ef fectiveriess of nunual shutduwei using SLC5; Nut incluJed in Reg. Guide
ton indication of shutduwn nargin 1.97. Could be useful

backup under accident
conditions which sake
neutron flux aasnitors
less reliable

feedwater flow * Indication of initiating event

feedwater puno * Indication and diagnosis of cause of initiator
discharge pressure
cur rent to pumps,
or controller
position

RCIC valve pos- * Erisure availability of systeni Not specifically included

itions in Reg. Guide 1.97

co
Steam flow to * Indication of adequate flow to ensure system operation
RCIC turbine

RCIC flow or pug * Indication of successful system operation or cause of failure
discharge pressure

llPCS valve pos- * Ensure availablitty of system not specifically included

itions in Reg. Guide 1.97

HPCS flow, pump * Indication of successful system operation or cause of failure
discharge pres-
sure, or current
to punos

. - - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -



Table 5.1. Sumary of Variables Identified in Sequence Evaluations
f1WR Major Purpose for Indicated BWR Accident Sequence

COMMENTS
M<*asured

TCVariable
. ._

RHR valve pos- * Allow startup of system and subsequent operator contiol of fisu not included in Reg.ition (valves Guide 1.97
required for
pre-warming and
flushing and
flow control

valves)

R!!R haf at ex- * Inf ormation necessary for manual stor tup arid indicdtiori of s*[Usequent
Changer inlet / system pet f onnance
outlet tenpera-
ture

Ill'5W valve * Indication of availability of system
position

IIPSW flow or e Indi(ation of system operatiorim
e pump discharge

pressure
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
-

.

The following recommendations (many of which have been mentioned;

in the preceding sections) follow from the results of this investigation as i

summarized in Section 5.0 and are based on the conclusion that the efforts,

reported above provide a valuable tool for enhancing operator capabilities
and should be actively ,rursued:

1) The instrumentation listed in Table 5.1 should be compared
to that which exists in present plants or is called for in<

current regulatory documents (specifically, Regulatory
Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During
and Following an Accident"). Most importantly, instrumen-
tation needs which are included in Table 5.1, but are not
identified in Reg. Guide 1.97, should be noted (see Section
5.1) and justification provided for their absence from the
latter list.

,

)- 2) Additional accident sequences (particularly BWR sequences)
which are considered to be risk significant should be iden-

! tified and analyzed in the same manner as the seven sequen-
ces addressed here. Also, the analysis of the transient
initiated sequences should be expanded to include additional
specific transient events. The selection of these additional
transient initiators should be based on the probability of
occurrence and whether the occurrence of such an event
would require different operator actions or affect the abil-
ity of the operator to gather the necessary information com-
pared to the initiating transient events considered in this
report. At some point " risk significant" must be defined
by some sort of risk-benefit calculation.

: |

3) Included in the discussions of each of the seven accident i
,

sequences is a list of areas where further information would
i be beneficial in either confirming key input assumptions

and/or data to the analyses or reducing the uncertainties
involved. The efforts required to address these important
areas of uncertainty should be undertaken.

j *) The present analysis should be extended to provide more spe-
cific information concerning the instrumentation listed in
Table 5.1. For example, some aspects of the manner in which
the information should be presented to the operator can be
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addressed. This would entail a determination of the need
for continuous readouts, recorders, trend information (e.g. ,
rates of change), etc. In addition, the necessary ranges
of these instruments and the environmental conditions for
which they should be qualified should be determined. The
definition of specific operator tasks and associated infor-
mational needs performed in this present analysis will pro-
vide the framework upon which these additional tasks can
be efficiently performed.

5) The development of best-estimate computer codes and their
application to modeling the plant response to risk sig-

r nificant accident sequences should be actively pursued.
'

Only in this way can reliable accident signatures useful
for diagnostic purposes be obtained. This should include
identifying centers of expertise in this country and
assessing their capability and availability to perform
the required analyses.

6) In recognition of the possible variations in instrumenta-
tion needs associated with diverse plant designs (as dis-
cussed in Section 5.1.3), it would be desirable to extend
this analysis to address additional plants. However, the
supporting analysis required for this (including identifi-
cation of high risk accident sequences and accompanying
physical response modeling) would be quite extensive.
Therefore, as a near-term recormiendation, the major reac-<

tor types should be surveyed and important design features
which could potentially affect the applicability of Table-

5.1 to each plant . type should be identified. As more sup-
porting risk analyses end plant response modeling are per-

, formed, more detailed investigations of additional plants
| should be performed.

-7) The efforts involved in this analysis should be utilized
as the foundation for additional investigations of other

| aspects of the general operator / plant interface problem.
One example mentioned previously involves the information
generated in this report as the starting point in the

i development of a computerized disturbarce analysis system.
Other tasks which could be performed based on the contents
of this report include the evaluation of current operating
procedures, the development of effective training simu-
lators, an estimation of the value of a " safety state,

' vector" (or its constituent parameters) or other current
j recommendations resulting from post-TMI investigations, etc.
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The list of plant parameters presented in Table 5-1 was
developed from an evaluation of dominant accident sequences identified
in previous risk assessments. The technical approach used in this
evaluation is discussed in Section 3, and the evaluation of the PWR
V sequence is presented in Section 4 to illustrate the methodology.
This appendix contains the sequence evaluations for the remaining six
accidents considered in this study. These include the BWR TC sequence,

and S HF-y, S HF-y, TML-y, TMLB'-6, and S C-6 PWR sequences. The
y 2 2

latter two sequence evaluations and the TC accident were based on the
Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) analysis. The remaining PWR sequences
were based on the Sequoyah Reactor Safety Study.

The summaries in this appendix are organized in a similar manner

to the V sequence discussion of Section 4. A description of the

particular sequence as analyzed in the original risk assessment
introduces each section. The sequence of events and plant respor, 2
are summarized, and the key assumptions presented. Given the

initiating event and the associated failure (s), the sequence is then
evaluated to determine what actions the operator could take to success-

fully terminate the accident prior to core damage, or mitigate the
consequences. The logic and event tree methodology employed are dis-

cussed in Section 3. Following identification of operator actions,
the information required by the operator to perform these functions

is determined. Measurable plant parameters are then identified which
can provide the operator with the information necessary to identify
the plant state during each stage of the sequence, take the appropriate
action, and determine the success or failure of his response.
Finally, a brief listing of the important conclusions which evolved
from the sequence evaluation are summarized. These include denoting
the critical areas where additional information or analysis would

|

reduce uncertainties and verify important assumptions, thus allowing
an improved assessment of operator response and instrumentation

requirements.

A-2
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A.1 TML-y SEQUENCE

j A.l.1 TML-y Sequence Description
;

i

It is-anticipated, in the Sequoyah Reactor Safety Study (RSS)(I) ,

that approximately seven times each year a deviation from normal plant parameters

L will occur which requires shutdown of the reactor. These deviations are referred
l to as transtent events (T). .Under normal circumstances, with all systems func-

~

| 'tioning as designed, the operator would bring the reactor to an orderly hot or
cold shutdown condition. Given the malfunction of various systems, heat imbalances-

} could occur in the reactor system which result in a core meltdown and/or contain-
ment failure. A dominant transient event resulting in core melt, TML-y, was

!. identified in the Sequoyah Reactor Safety Study. Figure A.1-1 presents the
I transient event tree developed in the Sequoyah RSS with the TML sequence high-

lighted.

] The initiating event for this sequence is a malfunction, failure, or

fault in the plant equipment which leads to, a demand on the Reactor Protection

f System (RPS) and requires . operation of the plant normal or alternate heat removal

|| systems.to ensure cooling of the reactor core. In addition to this transient
event initiator, the TML sequence postulates a failure of both the Main Feedwater

i

i System (MFWS) and the Auxiliary Feedwater System ( AFWS).

! Probabilistically,. the most important sequences of this type involve
transient events which make unavailable, or degrade the performance of the main

!- feedwater system. This is easy to understand, since the conditional probability
of. failure of the MFWS would be higher for such initiators and equal unity for
-some of them.

1

!
!

h f

:

i
'
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These important initiators can be either faults or failures of |

components within the MFWS (e.g. , pump failures, loss of condenser vacuum,
etc.) or can involve failure events in supporting systems (e.g., loss of
offsite power). Wh'ile the loss of offsite power initiated :equence was a
major contributor to risk in WASH-1400, the Sequoyah RSS determined that j

this sequence was not significant in comparison to sequences associated
with failures directly involving MFWS components. This was primarily due

to the additional redundancy in the emergency AC power supplies available
to power the AFWS at the Sequoyah plant compared to those available at
the Surry plant studied in WASH-1400. Accordingly, the initiating event
selected for this analysis is the loss of MFWS due to causes other than
the loss of power. The important WASH-1400 sequence initiated by loss of
offsite power, TMLB', is analyzed in Section A.2 of this report.

Figure A.1-3 through A.1-7 illustrate the response of some
important plant variables during the initial stage of the TML sequence.*
Within one minute after the loss of main feedwater, the liquid level on
the steam generator secondary side will drop to the low-low level setpoint
(Figure A.1-6). This signal normally accomplishes two functions: 1) it

initiates a reactor trip and 2) it generates a demand for the auxiliary
feedwater system.

The reactor trip signal causes the control rods to be dropped
into the core which reduces the heat generated by the fuel to approximately
6 percent of full power (see Figure A.1-7). This reduction in power causes

the primary system pressure to drop and the liquid level to decrease as
less heat is being generated in the core and the steam generator still
contains some liquid to remove decay heat. This is clearly seen in ;

Figures A.1-3 through A.1-6. The auxiliary feedwater system would normally !

I
|
2

+This analysis is not specific to the Sequoyah plant, but the design
evaluated here is similar and the parametric trends are representative.
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start to deliver water to the secondary side of the steam generators at

j this time. ' The auxiliary feedwater pumps draw water from the condensate
storage tank for delivery to the steam generators. The auxiliary feed-'

! water system is comprised of two electrically driven and turbine driven i

feed pumps. Either one of the two electrical or the turbine driven pumps
will supply sufficient liquid to the steam generators to remove decay heat.

This sequence. assumes the failure of the auxiliary feedwater
system. Without the main or auxiliary feedwater system, normal heat
removal capability from the primary side is lost. As the remaining liquid
in the steam generators is boiled off, the pressure on the primary side
begins to increase until the pressurizer relief valve setpoint is reached
.(Figure A.1-3). The pressurizer relief valve will open and fluid will

be discharged into the pressurizer relief tank. An uninterrupted discharge
of steam and liquid into the pressurizer relief drain tank will eventually

,
open the rupture disc on the tank and fluid will spill into the containment.
This will activate the containment safety features which include contain-
ment spray injection system, ice condenser system, and air return fan system.

.

Steam venting through the pressurizer relief valves causes a
gradual depletion in the primary coolant inventory. The charging pumps

in the CVCS can be manually activated to provide some make-up. However,

the maximum deliverable flow is insufficient to compensate for the fluid
loss due to boiloff. The safety injection pumps are unavailable to
restore inventory because the system pressure at the relief valve set

-point is above the pump shut-off head. Hence, the loss of coolant from

; the primary system will eventually cause the fuel to be uncovered and will
subsequently lead to core rcelt. Containment failure is predicted to
occur as a result of the combustion of hydrogen which would be generated

j during the accident progression.

.
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] A.l.2 Operator Response to TML Sequence
.

The.most immediate action the operator must perform is to identify,

the occurrence of a transient event. The initiating transient for the TML se-

gence was assumed to be the loss of main feedwater to the steam generators.
! The instrumentation necessary and sufficient to allow the operator to unambig-
j uously identify the transient is presented in Section A.l.3.

-Figure A.1-2 displays, in event tree format, the appropriate actions j
j the operator must take to terminate the accident and bring the reactor to a -

i safe shutdown condition. This figure was developed by modifying the event tree
j for the.TML sequence, as shown in Figure A.1-1, to reflect potential operator 3

actions. The following sections examine the various operator actions and their
consequences associated with the relevant sections of this event tree.

,

:

; A.l.2.1 Response to Initiator (T)
!

Once the operator has identified the cause of the transient event, in
this case loss of feedwater, he would need to identify primary or alternative sys-
tems needed to bring the system to a safe shutdown condition. The operator would
have to ensure that these systems have functioned as designed when the appropriate
signal required for their operation is generated. The first signal that the
operator would need to recognize is the reactor trip signal. Once the reactor
' trip signal is received, the operator would verify that control rod insertion

i

has occurred or manually scram the reactor, if necessary.
!

After interpreting the instrumentation and identifying the l

initiating transient as a loss of feedwater, the operator would next ascertain
4

whether auxiliary feedwater system operation.has initiated. It is at this time i

~

that the operator should discover that-the auxiliary feedwater system has
fail ed. It is critical that the operator recognize that this system has
failed to function so that he can take appropriate corrective or
consequence mitigation actions. Instrumentation needed by the operator to

! -identify this failure is preserted in Section A.l.3.

A-6;
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A.l.2.2 Heat Removal

Subsequent to identifying the failure of the AFWS, the principal option
available to the operator is to identify the cause(s) of failure of either the
main feedwater system or the auxiliary feedwater system, and take corrective
action to restore heat renoval capability. Restoring either of these systems
requires that 1) the fault can be identified and 2) that corrective action
can be taken. Although the identification of specific failure modes is not
an objective of the current evaluations, some consideration must be given
to 'the cause of the MFWS and AFWS failure because a primary operator action
to prevent core melt for the TML sequence involves repair or restoration of

1

one of these systems. In this regard, one particular and highly probable
operator response (the use of cordensate feed pumps), is exanined in this
section. Future evaluations should include a detailed review of the fault
tree diagrams to identify the nest likely modes of failure, particularly
common mode failures, in both the main feedwater system and the auxiliary
feedwater system.

! Calculations performs) for the Sequoyah RSS * indicate that the
i operator would have 60 minutes from the time of loss of feedwater until the

steam generator secondary liquid would boil off entirely and three hours
until the liquid level in the reactor coolant system reached the top of
the fuel rods. After evaluating the failure modes, those failures which
can be rectified within the time constraints the accident progression
can then be identified and this information maoe available to the operators.
For example, if the two main feedwater system turbine driven pumps cannot
be restored to operation within 60 minutes, no steam will be available to

drive these pumps. This would then necessitate the operator restoring the i
i

auxiliary feedwater system or using the condensate feed pumps, if available,
to deliver water to the steam generator. The latter option represents an
important operator action, which, if successful, could terminate the

! accident sequence prior to core melt, or significantly delay the onset of melt.
j.

*This work was performed by Battelle Columbus Laboratories using the MARCH com-
puter code package.+

A-7
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Restoration of cooling water to the steam generators using the con-
densate pumps requires that the failure (s) which disabled the power conversion

'
system did not also preclude pump operation. The condensate pumps are
electrically driven, but ara not connected to the emergency AC power supply.
Hence, operation of the condensate feed pumps requires the availability of off-
site _ power. In addition, the condensate feed pump discharge pressure is,

much less than the secondary side pressure in the steam generator. Thus,,

in order to supply cooling water using only the condensate pumps, pressure in
j the steam generator must be reduced. Operator action is required to accomplish

this. Manual operation of the power operated relief valve will vent steam
'

from the secondary side of the steam generators, and reduce pressure to a level'

where the operator can activate the condensate feed pumps. In addition to control
of the secondary side prassure, the operator must also take action to ensure

! a sufficient supply of cocling water is available in the event that this mode of
; operation is necessary for a long period. If steam dump is available and

and condenser vacuum can be ma|ntained, the cooling water can be recycled
through the normal main feedwater piping. If steam dump is not available,

g the water inventory in the hot well will eventually become depleted and must
be replenished. The condensate storage tank inventory, replenished by the

i service water or fire protection system sources if necessary, could be utilized
1

j to extend the period of heat removal of this mode.

i

| Analysis of.TML sequence has indicated-that, if the operator
cannot restore either main feedwater, condensate feed flow or auxiliary feedwater
within three hours, the core will un.over and fuel alt will begin. An analysis i

,

which illustrates the system response given restoration of auxiliary feedwater
I is presented in Figures A.1-8(4) through A.1-12.* These transients show that,

; assuming auxiliary feedwater flow has been rem rablished at 4100 seconds, the
primary system' pressure and temperature decrease and the core mixture level begins '

to recover. Soon the system pressure drops to where safety injection is
initiated and system liquid inventory which was lost during the transient is
replenished. In addition to restoring the auxiliacy feedwater systems, the

'

' operator would have to ensure proper alignment of the HPIS prior to activation

: *This analysis was not specific to the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, but the parametric
trends would be similar if this analysis were performed on Sequoyah.'

J
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| and verify safety injection initiation. After 8000 seconds the primary pressure
has leveled, the pressurizer water level is beginning to increase and indications
are that the system has stabilized.

If restoration of main or auxiliary feedwater cannot be
accomplished, the operator must find some other way to provide core cooling
and stabilize the system. One possible way to do this may be through
manual operation of the pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORV's).
Figures A.1 -13 through A.1-17 present an analysis of a loss of feedwater,

! transient illustrating this operator action. Again, this analysis is not
specific to the Sequoyah plant. However, the transients are representative
and illustrate an operator action which may prevent core melt. As the

steam generators boil dry (Figure A.1-17), and heat removal for the primary,

system decreases, the pressure in the primary system slowly begins to rise
until the PORV setting is reached (Figure A.1 -13). Venting through these
valves will occur until the primary pressure drops below the closure set
point, where the PORV's will automatically reclose. As the primary pressure
builds up again, they will reopen. This cycle will continue until the
primary inventory is depleted and cora melting cccurs.,

For the TML sequence, the immediate operator action is to restore
primary coolant inventory and maintain core cooling. One approach is to
lower the primary system pressure to where the HPIS can be activated. If

. successful this action will provide a mechanism from heat removal and coolant
inventory make-up. To accomplish this, the operator must take action to ensure

-that the PORV's do not automatically reclose as noted above. In the analysis
. presented in Figure A.1-13 through A.1-17, the operator opened the PORV's.

'

at 2500 seconds and maintained venting at the maximum rate. Subsequent to
'

this action, the' proper alignment of the HPIS must be checked and its
; operation verified when the actuation pressure is reached. The operator

can then control-HP1 operation * and PORV valve venting to maintain adequate

OAs the primary system depressurizes, the accumulators will automatically*

inject coolant to assist in inventory make-up.

i
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core cooling. Figure A.1-16 illustrates that core mixture level recovers and no
fuel damage is predicted for this scenario.

A.l.2.3 Long-Term Cooling

Once core cooling has been restored, the operator action is directed
toward ensuring adequate long-term heat removal . The operator action

will depend in part on the method used to restore cooling. If the AFWS has

been restored, the operator must verify that the pressurizer PORV has reclosed ,

thus restoring primary system integrity. When the system pressure has been
reduced, the primary liquid inventory must be adequately replenished by the HPIS.
Once coolant inventory has been returned to normal, HPIS operation can be termi-
nated and the CVCS utilized for make-up and letdown during plant cooldown.

For the case where the condensate feed pumps are utilized to restore
heat removal, the operator actions would be similar to those above (i.e.,
ensuring primary system integrity and inventory). In addition, the secondary

side must be operated in an abnormal mode for plant cooldown, Rather than
using the AFWS,** the condensate pumps must supply coolant to the steam
generators until the pressure and temperature are reduced to a level where
the residual heat removal system can be activated. As noted in Section A.1.2.2, |

the operator must monitor the condenser hotwell inventory and supplement it
if ne::essary during this process. The LPRS must be aligned for residual

i

heat reroval operation, and cooling water for the RHR heat exchangers |

prov:ded.

If the operator is forced to restore primary heat removal by venting j

through the pressunzer FORV's (the last option discussed in Section A.l .2.2),
he must ensure adequate primary coolant inventory is provided by HPIS. Once |

**This assumes that AFWS is not recovered.
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this condition is achieved, the system must be brought to a condition where
; the RHRS can be activated (approximately 400 psig and 350 F primary conditions).
' This transition phase of the transient has not been analyzed in detail at
l- this time. Hence, the specific operator actions can not be identified at this

time. However, it appears that this can be accomplished by continued venting,

i through the PORV's and operation of the high pressure ECCS.

-In addition to providing for heat removal and an orderly cooldown
of the primary system, the operator may also have to monitor the performance

! of the containment ESF's. Depending on the duration of venting through the
i PORV's, the pressure in the relief tank may increase sufficiently to

burst the rupture disk, and release steam into containment. Should this
occur the ice condenscr and if necessary, the air return fan system and

! containment spray injection system will provide adequate heat removal
capabili ty. The performance of these systems is discussed in Section

f A.4.1.
i

! A.l.3 Operator Information Requirements

,

In order for the operator'to successfully respond to the events
!- discussed in the previous section, he must be provided with necessary and

| sufficient instrumentation to allow him to unambigously determine the state
'

of the plant 'as the accident progresses. Figure A.l.-2 will again be utilized

as a framework for this section.

!

j The initial task of the operator is to recognize that the transient
' event has occurred and that the plant is in state 1. The appropriate indication

of this state will depend upon the initiating transient. For the majority of

the likely initiating transients identified in the Reactor Safety Study, it is
not crucial that the operator immediately identify the cause of the transient,

because these transients are not initiated as the result of the loss of equipment
[; which would be crucial to termination of the event. Tran'sient events which do

i

|

E i

|
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:

j require the operator to identify, within a period of time determined by the
assumed failures, the cause of the transient are 1) loss of offsite power or'

j 2) loss of main feedwater. These transients require the use of backup systems

(e.g., diesel generators and auxiliary feedwater) to bring the plant to a

| safe shutdown condition. It is important that the operator verify the successful
1 operation of these backup systems. Therefore, the unambiguous determination of

the specific initiating transient is considered essential here, but it is

| recognized that for some transients, information of a more general nature would
; be sufficient for the operator to take the required actions.
t
i

As already mentioned, the loss of feedwater transient is unambiguously
; identified by a decrease in the steam generator secondary side level with an
1 increase in secondary side pressure and corresponding increases in primary side4

i pressure, temperature and pressurizer water level. In addition, monitoring cf
the feedwater pumps and feedwater controllers should provide additional evidence

,

i of loss of feedwater. This includes measurements of feedwater and conuensate

f pump discharge pressure and flow rate, feedwater flow controller position, and
power and steam supply to the condensate and feedwater pumps.

3

The low-low steam generator water level signal will generate a reactor
trip and a demand for auxiliary feedwater. Should the rods fail to insert, the

,

reactor power will remain at a high level. The control rod position indicators
2 and neutron flux will be sufficient to allow the operator to determine failure
i of reactor trip, and to take appropriate action to bring the plant to a subcritical

| condition. In addition, other plant parameter response indicative of
I successful reactor trip include a sudden decrease in reactor coolant system

,

pressure, temperature, and pressurizer level .
:
4

: A crucial step for the operator is to identify that the auxiliary feed-

]
water system has failed to start (state 3). Indications of auxiliary feedwater

|
failure would be a continuing decrease in the steam generator water level and an

! increase in RCS pressure and temperatures the steam generators remove less
1

|

.
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energy. Additional indications are the status of components in the auxiliary,

feedwater system, such as auxiliary feedwater pump flow rate and discharge

|
pressure, feedwater flow control valve position (these valves are normally

; closed), power supply to.the electrically driven pumps, and steam supply to
| the turbine driven pump.
i

|

| If it is found that the condensate feed pumps are available to
i

supply flow to the steam generators, the operator will require indications
i of power supply to the condensate feed pumps and the steam generator power
i operated relief valves. To reduce steam generator secondary pressure and

thereby allow the condensate pumps to supply flow requires the operator to
'

manually open the steam generator power operated relief valves. Successful
opening of the p0RVs is indicated by a reduction in steam generator pressure.
Additional indications would be valve position and discharge line flow. Suc-

; cessful operation of the condensate pumps would be steam generator water
'

level and fluid temperature. Additional indications are condensate pump dis-
charge flow and pressure. The restoration of steam generator cooling will
be accompanied by an immediate reduction in primary system pressure and tem-
perature (see Figures A.1-8 and A.1-9). For long-term operation in this heat
removal mode, the operator would require knowledge of the condenser hotwell
inventory, condensate storage tank level, and other parameters required to

: assure an adequate water supply for pump suction.
1

{ If the operator is unable to restore heat removal through the

; steam generators, the only other action which could potentially prevent
core melt requires -venting steam through the pressurizer PORVs and lowering
primary pressure to where the HPIS can be activated to restore inventory.

;_ In ' order to take this action, the operator must know the position of the
relief valves and the discharge line flow. The effectiveness of this action
can be monitored by observing the RCS pressure. When the primary has
depressurized to the HPIS activation level, the operator must verify suc-
cessful operation of this system (or activate it manually). The primary

effect of the addition of water from the HPIS will be a gradual recovery
:

|
|

f
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in core water level (Figure A.1-16). Because of the many variables

associated with the plant response to TML and this specific operator
action, the primary pressure and core temperature may not give an immediate
indication of HPIS activation (see Figures A.1-13 and 15). However, failure

! of the HPIS would soon result in rising core temperatures as well as a
continuing decline in core water level. Confirmation of successful HPIS
operation is also provided by the measurement of pump discharge pressure
or flow.

1

f

; The operator response after restoring heat removal is to bring
,

the plant to a safe, cold shutdown condition. However, the subsequent
l' operator actions are dependent in part, on the method utilized to arrive

at state 4a. If heat removal through the steam generators has been:

restored, the 07erator must verify that all primary relief and safety
*

valves have reclosed (state Sa).* This can be accomplished by monitoring

the valve position or the discharge line flow. Should these valves fail
to reseat (state 5b), the system would in effect have a small break LOCA.
However, this event.is probabilistically insignificant when combined with

4

the multiple failures which initiated the TML accident, and therefore has
- not been considered in this analysis.

Because of the unique role of operator response to the TML,
,

evaluations have not been performed to determine the specific steps required
,

to bring the plant to a cold shutdown condition. For this reason, a list

of operator actions and instrumentation requirements is subject to uncer-
.tainty at this time. The principal items are noted in the following dis-
cussion. Certainly, the primary system temperature and pressure would have

i to be monitored to ensure effective cooling. Long term inventory control

would require the use of the CVCS. Indications of the CVCS component

status necessary will be charging the pump flow rate and discharge pressure,

*However, if heat renoval were available only through PORV venting, then;

continued operation of these valves would be required.

;
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,

Iand volume control tank liquid level. Proper operation of the CVCS will
!

be indicated 'y the response of the reactor coolant system pressure,e
,

'

temperature and liquid levels.

I
'

The effect .the transition to RHR operation, the operator must
ensure -that the primary system temperature and pressure are reduced to the

( appropriate level. The correct alignment of the low pressure system for

| RHR operation _ requires knowledge of the valve positions. Measurement of
.

,
flow and coolant temperatures in the RHR heat exchangers will establish

! that they _are ready for operation, while pump discharge pressure or flow
1

; -will verify that coolant is being delivered to the primary coolant system.
The effectiveness of RHRS operation can be monitored by observation of the

f primary system pressure and temperature,

i
.

't

!

i

!

l.

f

2

|

,

!
.

:
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A.l.4 Conclusions
i

~

In the preceding sections, the TML-y sequence was evaluated with
the purpose of identifying operator actions and necessary instrumentation*

| needed to terminate or mitigate the consequences of this sequence. Table

i A.1-1 presents a' summary of the results of this evaluation.

!
The information ' presented in the summary table is based on a number'

of assumptions concerning the plant performance and response to the postulated )
, _

j sequence. Many of. the plant conditions and proposed operator actions have not
been analyzed in the past. Hence, there is some uncertainty and generality
in these evaluations. The following list identifies areas where further infor-

; mation would be beneficial in either confirming the key assumptions used in

] this study, or reducing the level of uncertainty.

o The utilization of the condensate feed pumps to supply
cooling water to the steam generators has been identi-
fied as a potentially important operator action.
Plant response characteristics for the cases where,

the condensate feed pumps are utilized are required-

i to provide a more definitive accident signature, and

i to facilitate the delineation and timing of operator

actions in bringing the core to a stable condition.*

A particularly important parameter in this regard is
the timing of feedwater restoration. )

i

o The conditions under which the condensate pumps

! can be. utilized need a more thorough investigation.
Specifically, what additional-components of the PCS
are required for this action to be effective, and will
they be available under the conditions associated with the

I more probable MFWS, failure modes? What measurements are

required by the operator to check the status of these

! A-16
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components and verify their correct. operation? A
more detailed evaluation of specific operator
responses and systems capabilities-is needed to

establish the effectiveness of this mode of
operation for extended periods. This includes

I ensuring adequate water supply for pump suction, and
definition of the actions necessary to switch to RHRS
operation.

.

| o The use of the PORV's to remove heat, assuming a

; complete losslof cooling through the steam generators
requires a more thorough investigation. For example,

it is uncertain if this action would be effective for
1 the.Sequoyah plant.* Existing analysis indicate that

prompt operator response (i.e. manually opening the
| PORV's to depressurize the primary system) is critical

to preventing core damage. Hence, the effect of operator:

response time merits further study. Spec.ifically, how
long can primary depressurization be delayed before HPIS

,

operation is no longer effective? In addition, if the
action is effective in restoring primary heat removal
and inventory, the system re:ponse for long periods,

f requires further analysis to permit a better definition
of the operator actions necessary to bring the system
to a safe, cold shutdown in the absence of secondary

| system heat removal capability.
1
i

o The fault tree diagrams for the MFhS and the AFWS

. should be reviewed to assess the capability to restore
these systems for the most probable failure modes

(as discussed in Section A.1.3).

*The analysis illustrated in' Figures A.1-13 through 17 were performed
for a different plant design.

:

A-17
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o To complete the development of the accident signatures,
analysis of the containment response should be performed
for those sequences which release steam into containment.

|

|

|

f
;
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a :. 1 - 1
SlMMRT OF KIf OPERATOR ACTIONS Am3 thFORmTION REQUIRESTS FOR TT-y SE7aENCE

Operator Action

IRformation Required for Following Plant Information Required to
an a en ca n State IdetH1 cation Tau 4Ntau ActionPlant State e

1 Loss of feedwater tran- o steam generator water level; Verify electric power o See plant state 2a
sient has occurred a feedwater flow indication; availabtitty

a feedwater and condensate Vertfy reactor shutoown
p ep discharge pressa er

and temperature;
o RCS pressure and teap-

era ture
o presswriter i.ater level

2a Reactor shutdown by re- o control rod positto Prepare for plant shstdown o a.antitary feed p ep flow
actor protection systera. Indicator, using AF.5 rate and discharge pressure;
electric power swp;1y o neutron fles o flow controller valve
available o RCS presswre and teep- position;

erature o pe=ee sw; ply to electrically
o pressurtzer water level driven pu ps;r

o electric power swpply o steam s.pply to turbine
to key plant switch driven pwnp

f gear o steam generator level

$ 3 Failure of awattiary a awmiliary feed pep Restoration of MF=5 or AF.5; o Saee as redired for state I
feedwater system flow rate and discharge or manual operation of identificetten and to take

pressure press rizer PORd's to reduce action subseq ent to state 2a

o steam generator level pri+ary system pressure and identi f ica tion *
actwate HPIS o P'f at flow controller posttton

indicatton
Ma in f eed pu p s tea r sap;1yo e

indica t to a
o Coadensatt pur p power
o Parateters defining cawse

of Mr.5 and/or AF 5 fatlure
o 5 team generator P0av position

or distnarge 1tre flow
o PMV position or dtscearse lire

flow
e Presssrizer reitef tack

Of.sI a'il* * ' * **% . rn'tr .Tt e, 1o, , 10 ea * i

79a [ t Te ***fa j ? I o- j , IJ !I' T & $ % 8 1I
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Totte A.1 1
(tue,t t*.ued)

Operator Action
^

Descrfption of Information Required for Following Plant Information Required toPlant State Plant State Plant State Identification State Identification Take Appropriate Action
4a Successful restoration o same as for states .1 Verify that pressurtzer reitef o Pressurizer safety andof either main or and 3 identification valves have reclosed* reitef valve discharge lineavaillary feedwater o PORV valve position or flow

system or use of discharge line flow Ensure adequate liquid o Pressuriser safety and reitefpressurizer PORVs sup- o MPIS flow or pump inventory and core heat removal valve position indicator
pienented by HP!S discharge pressure Ensure correct response of o Ccre mater level :

.

1Rjection containment E5F's gf o Pressurtter drain tank level
actuated o RC5 pressure and core

temperature
o Containment pressure and

tempera ture

4

!

4b Failure to restore o same as state 4a Monitor approach to core melt; o Core outlet ts9perature
operation of either take consequence mitigating a Core mater level ;main er aualliary feed- actions o Containment pressure and
water systems or use temperature
PORV's to remove hea, use CVCS to supply itquid to o Contalmnent radiationC0F' level

2f o Coolant radiation level
o CVCS flow and dischargeca

N pressure
s

'
Sa Pressurizer reitef a valve position ' Maintain adequate vessel liquid o (harging Pump flow rate

valve has properly indication; inventory and discharge pressure
reseated after system o discharge line flow o Volume control tank

,pressure has dropped level '

below system setpoint* o RC5 pressure and
tenpera ture,

o Core Water level

5b Pressurizer relief o Same as for plant state Follow procedures for deallin; o RCS pressure and temperaturevalve fatis to 5a identification with a small LOCA o Avat14b611ty of appropriate
, reseat properly * [5Fs)

*These conditions may not apply in the short term for the case where heat
renoval through the steam generators is unavailable and the operator must
vent through the PORV's.

E
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T.t le A 1-1
(&"t1*eusd) Operator Action

Description of Information Required for following Plant gnformation Aequired to

Plant State Plant $ tate Plant State Identification $ 3 e Ideetification Tate Apprppriate Act ion

6a Adequate bessel liquid o RCS pressure and temp. Monitor system parameters in o RCS pressuir e M te'*perature
inventory is erature; preparation to bring plant o RHR cnmponent .Livs ,trus
maintained o Core water level to cold shutdown condition alignrrent

o RHR beat enchangor cooling
water flow and tempe"ature

60 Adequate vessel liquid o Sare as for plant state mnitor approach to core melt o same as for response to state

inventory not 64 identification take appropriate consequence 4b tdentification
mitigation actionsmaintained

W
9
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03
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A.2~ TMLB' SEQUENCE

|

A.2.1 Sequence Description

The TMLB' sequence was identified in WASH-1400 as a significant
risk contributor for the Surry PWR plant. This sequence is initiated by

| a loss of offsite power transient (T) and involves the subsequent failure
~

t

| of both the Main Feedwater System (M), and the Auxiliary Feedwater

: System (L). The loss of main feedwater is assumed to be caused by the
initiating loss of offsite power and the failure to restore the power'

source within one hour. The failure of the auxiliary feedwater system
!s caused by the coincident loss of onsite emergency AC power and the

'

failure of the steam turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The
i unavailability of both offsite and onsite power would also preclude

the use of emergency core cooling systems, containment heat removal
systems, and power operated relief valves. In addition, non-recovery
of either offsite or onsite AC power for the containment ESFs within
a period of about one to 'hree hours is postulated (B').

The response of the reactor coolant system parameters to the
TMLB' sequence is similar to the response of these parameters for the TML
sequence which was presented in Secion A.l. The analysis presented in3

Section A.1 was for a different reactor than the one analyzed in the
RSS; however, the trends would be similar, and Figures A.1-3 through A.1-7

i can be used in conjunction with a description of the TMLB' sequence.
Analysis which would provide a representative accident " signature" of

the TMLB' sequence was not available for inclusion in this report. A generalized
description of the TMLB' sequence using a composite of information from
the TML sequence and calculations done for the RSS is presented below.

~

Following the loss of both main and auxiliary feedwater, the
pressure in the primary side of the reactor coolant system will increase
until the pressurizer safety valves are opened. Fluid will be discharged I

)through the safety valves into the pressurizer relief tank. Since all AC .

*
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power is lost, there exists no way to prevent an excessive coolant loss'

f through the RCS safety and relief valves or provide heat removal. The

; system will continue to vent steam until the primary inventory is depleted,
and core melt will occur. In addition, due to the loss of all AC power

f
sources and the failure to restore these sources within an acceptable time

period, containment ESFs could not operate to mitigate the effects of the
core melt.;

;

In WASH-1400, a number of significant containment failure modes
were identified for the TMLB' sequence. The particular mode selected<

| for this analysis is cantainment overpressure. Due to the failure of the
containment ESFs, the containment pressure will rise uninterrupted until
the containment burst pressure is exceeded, at which time rupture of
the containnent shell will occur. Calculations perforced for the RSS

4 indicate that the time frame for containment rupture is 200 minutes
subsequent to the loss of power initiator, with fuel melt occurring

g

] between 170 to 220 minutes. Contributors to this pressure buildup are
steam released from the RCS, noncondensible gases (H ) generated during

2

core melt and energy released during hydrogen burning.

.

In the following sections, the key operator actions in response
'

to the sequence of events described above are delineated and the information j

necessary to allow the operator to efficiently take these actions is
identified. j

i

2

|

<

s
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A.2.2 Operator Actions

The previous section described the sequence of events which were
determined in WASH-1400 to lead to core melt, failure of containment, and
release of radioactivity to the environment. The key operator actions in
response to this sequence are centered around the attempt to restore
feedwater before irreversible core damage occurs. The operator must
efficiently recognize the occurrence and cause of the loss of all feedwater,
initiate attempts to restore feedwater, and, if successful, bring the plant
to a safe shutdown condition. Figure A.2-2 presents, in event tree format,
these operator actions.

The operator's first responsibility is to recognize that ' ie
init iating loss of offsite power transient has occurred. He would then verify
that a reactor trip has occurred and ascertain whether the emergency dicsel
generators have started and emergency systems are being loaded. He should
at this time become cognizant of the failure of emergency AC power. The

operator must then determine that the steam turbine driven auxiliary f _dwater
pump has also failed. Efficient diagnosis of the situation will allow
naximum time for repair actions.

The next step for the operator would be to initiate attempts to
restore either offsite or onsite power or to repair the steam driven AFWP.
Since many of the potential causes for a loss of offsite power are beyond the
ability of the operator to remedy, his actions are assumed to be concentrated,

on restoring onsite power or the turbine driven feed pump. The operator's
first attempt at restoring onsite power would be to try to manually start the

| diesel generators to circumvent any logic failures which may have prevented
j automatic startup. Should this attempt to manually start the diesels fail,
| Plant personnel must diagnose the cause of failure of either onsite power or the

steam driven feed pump and initiate repair actions.

As stated above, feedwater restoration can be successfully accomplished
by any one of three repair modes: 1) restoration of offsite power, 2) restoration
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j. of onsite power, or 3) repair of the AFW steam driven pump. However, the
time available for operator action to restore feedwater and the required

,

i
operator tasks subsequent to feedwater restoration are strongly dependent'

,

upon the particular repair mode.
:

If the operator were to restore the steam driven turbine feed pump,
he would need to accomplish the necessary repairs prior to the time that the

! steam generators have boiled dry. Calculations {4) indicate that the time
to steam generator dryout is approximately one hour for a plant of the type
analyzed in the RSS. If the steam driven pump is restored, it would then

provide sufficient feed flow to the steam generators to remove decay heat.'

! The steam generator water level would recover and the primary pressure would

| decrea se. The operator would want to verify that the pressurizer safety valves
have reseated to prevent additional loss of coolant from the primary. In

this paricular sequence it is assumed that these valves successfully reclose. -

Calculations (3) of loss of feedwater transients have indicated that
! the core mixture level will not have dropped below the top of the fuel rods

before one hour from initiation of the transient. Therefore, even without

j AC power to provide makeup flow from the Emergency Core Cooling or Chemical
Volume Control Systems, there should be sufficient liquid inventory remaining

! in the reactor coolant system to establish natural circulation. The system
will be in either a two phase or reflux boiling mode of natural circulation.

If onsite power were restored within the first hour before core
uncovery occurred, the electrically driven auxiliary feedwater pumps would
supply water from the condensate storage tank to the steam generators. As
steam generator level recovered, the primary side pressure would begin to

! decrease. Again, the operator would verify closure of the safety valves.

The important difference between this particular repair mode and
the previous mode (repair of AFW steam driven pung) is the availability
of electrical power to plant safety systems. Therefore, as the primary

!
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system pressure is decreasing, automatic actuation of safety injection will
occur or the operator may choose to manually initiate it at some earlier
time. In either case, the operator should verify the alignment of the
charging pumps in the injection mode of operation. Since the core was not '

uncovered, safety injection will be used to refill the reactor coolant systen.
Once proper liquid level is reached, the operator can maintain proper system
inentory either through use of the safety injection system or by switchover

>

to automatic makeup (CVCS) and preparations for normal plant cooldown can

,

begin.
1

i
I If onsite power is recovered within one to three hours, the coolant

inventory in the reactor coolant system will have dropped to a level where,

partial or complete core uncovery has occurred and the containment pressure'

, level is approaching the failure point. Further reactor specific analytical
| studies a,-r; needed to determine at what time onsite power can be recovered
i
! so that severe core damage will be prevented and a ore coolable geometry

maintained. The incorporation of steam cooling into these analyses may
; extend this time for operator action beyond the existing three hour limit.
4
.

If the operator is successful in restoring core cooling, his next
i actions are directed toward bringing the plant to a safe, cold shutdown

condition. Because of the unique role of the operator discussed in response
i to TMLB', the various steps required to accomplish this have not been con-

sidered in previous safety evaluations. For this reason, specific operator
actions have not been investigated. However, since electric power is
required for RHRS operation, restoration of either onsite or offsite power
is required before the plant can be safely shutdown. Thus, if the
immediate operator action was to restore the steam turbine driven auxiliary
feed pump, subsequent actions should be directed toward providing electric
power.* Once electric power has been restored tk arator actions are
similar to those discussed for the TML sequence in Section A.l .2.2.'

*For an extended period without electrical power (on the order of eight hours
in the Surry plant), the inventory in the condensate storage may become

,

depleted. Hence, it may be necessary to replenish this source to maintain
delivery of coolant to the steam generators.

1
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A. 2. 3 Operator Information Requirements

In this section, the information concerning the state of the plant

systems and components which is required by the operator to efficiently take
the actions cescribed in the previous section is described and the measur-
able plant parameters which can provide this information are identified.

The first operator task is to recognize the occurrence of the i

initiating loss of offsite rawer initiator. The most direct indication of

this event is provided by tranitoring the power supply to the major
electrical buses fed from )ffsite. Indirect indication can be provided ;
by monitoring the behavior of the numerous systems or subsystems which
depend upon offsite power (e.g., monitoring main feedwater system flow or
steam generator level). The simultaneous observation of multiple system
abnorraal behavior should indicate to the operator that a common link
between all the systems (i.e., offsite power) has been lost. These indirect
indications provided by observing the anticipated effects of a loss of
offsite power will provide an extren.ely effective backup to the direct
measurement of current flow.

Given the initiating event, the operator can verify reactor trip

by monitoring the control rod positions or measuring the neutron flux.

The failure of the diesel operators to start and/or take load

!can be indicated in much the same way that the loss of offsite power was
indicated. The current supplied to the major electrical buses fed by the
diesels can be measured and the system effects of such a power failure
can be monitored (e.g., the inability of the electrically driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps to start and the resultant lack of flow from these pumps).

With the knowledge that a loss of offsite power has occurred
(with the resultant loss of main feedwater), and that onsite power is
unavailable (thereby precluding operation of the electrically driven
auxiliary feed pumps), the operator would ascertain the status of the

|
steam driven auxiliary feed pump. This can be indicated by feedwater flow

|

s
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rate, pump discharge pressure, steam generator water level, or primary
system pressure and temperature.

The operator's next step would be to initiate repair actions.
Indications of the status of a variety of components associated with the
operation of the turbine driven pump and the diesel generators would be
useful to the operator in diagnosing the cause of failure. The selection of
the specific parameters should be based upon an identification of the
most probable failure causes. Examples of such specific parameters are
diesel fuel oil tank level, lube oil pressure, steam flow to feedwater
turbine, etc. Indications of successful repair of onsite power or the steam
driven pump can be provided by monitoring the same parameters used to
determine the initial failure.

If the steam driven auxiliary feed pump is recovered, the operator
would need to monitor system pressure, temperature, steam generator
level, and core water level, to determine if the system has entered into a
stable mode of natural circulation. As mentioned, he will need to verify
that the safety valves have reclosed when system pressure is reduced. For

this verification, valve position indicators or discharge line flow

measurements are needed. If the plant is in a stable cooling mode and the

safety valves have reseated properly, the rise in containment pressure will
be halted.

If the operator restores onsite power, he must monitor prinary system
pressure and temperature, and core water level. Coolant radioactivity should

also be measured to determine the extent of fuel failure, if any, and deduce the

core coolability. The operator would verify operation of the containment spray
system by the reduction in containment pressure and temperature and spray pump
flow rate and discharge pressure.

Actuation of the safety injection system on demand by either the appro-
priate signal or manual initiation would be indicated by monitoring system pres-
sure and temperature. In addition, indications of valve position, pump
power, flow rate and discharge pressure should be available.
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| A . 2. 4 Sumnary and Conclusions
|
|

In the preceding sections, the information that the operator needs
| to respond to the events of the TMLB' accident sequence have been identified

and the measurable plant parameters which can provide this information have
l been delineated. Presented in Table A.2-1 is a summary of these results.

Table A.2-1 includes, for each of the key plant states illustrated in
| Figure A.2-2:

)
II o a brief description of the plant state

| o the information (in terms of measurable plant
parameters) required by the operator to unam-
biguously determine this plant state.

o the appropriate operator action
o the information necessary to perform this

action.

The conclusions of this section (represented by the required plant
parameters listed in Table A.2-1) were based on a number of input assumptions
concerning the plant response to the failure events postulated in the TMLB'
sequence. As noted previously, due to the unavailability at this time of

| adequate detailed analyses of the response of the Surry plant during the
TMLB' sequence, many of these input assumptions have a relatively high

| uncertainty associated with them. Presented below are a few major areas

where further analytical work would be beneficial in confirming or reducing
the uncertainty of these assumptions:

o A better definition of plant behavior following a

loss of all feedwater is required. From this a better
definition of required repair times can be obtained
and operator repair options can be identified. In

addition, this will provide a better description of the
state of the plant upon restoration of feedwater and

(
,
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thereby determine the steps necessary to establish
long term cooling at that time

o The natural circulation heat removal capability of the
primary system given feedwater flow from the steam
driven pump needs to be determined.

o What affect would the loss of all AC power have

|
on the instrumentation systen? Will DC power

' supplies be adequate for duration of sequence?
o The appropriate operator procedures to reestablish

forced circulation given restoration of power need
to be defined.

i

!
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Containment
'

* Core Melt *| : |'. Failure Mode
_

Event Containment ESFs :

EXAMPLE
CORE MELT EP CSIS CSRS CHRS
SEQUENCE

hE HC OP CVMTSQh B' C F G E E VSE L 2

TML X X X'

i

TMLG X X X X

TMLF X X X X

TML TMLC X X X X

TMLB ' X X X X

i

FIGURE A.2-1 i

]
SIMPLIFIED EVENT TREE FOR TRANSIENT SEQtCNCES IfNOLVING A CORE MELT
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LOSS OF RECOVERY OF ON-SITE STEAM RECOVERf 0F REC 0VERV 0F 'w
0FF-SITE OFF-511E EMERGENCY DRIVEN ON-SITE ONSITE 'd
POWER POWER PWER AFWP POWER OR POWER WITH- O Cor6EQUE NCE

STEAM IN ONE TO S
"DRibEN AFW THREE

WITHIN ONE HCliR$
HOUR

2a A

I3 '
B CORE COOLABLE

I>
E ?b da C
@

3h 8,4 n
CORE C00LABLE OR

DELAYED CORE MfLTg

%

** F (GRE ttEll (TMLB' SEQUENCE)

Figure A.?-7. Operator Action Event Tree TMLB' Sequence
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5'JeARY OF KEY OPERATOR ACTIONS AND It4FORmilm RtgutRE* tits FOR 758*-5 SEQUE%CE

Operator Action

Description of information Required for Following Plant Information Reoaire to
Plant State Plant State Plant State Identtf tcation._ 5 tate Ideett f tcation Tate apprppria_te Action

la. 2D Loss of offsite power; non- o power supply to Verify reactor shatd)=n a RC5 press re and terceratw ee
recovery of of fsite power electrtcal buses Deteretne energency Jiesel o heatron flum
within one hour o main feeJ=ater flow and geeerator availabiltty o Coetrol rod pcsttion

discnarge pressure o E-ergency po.er to
o steam gecerator level electrt(al buses

RCS pressa e and temperatw eo r e
o pressurtzer level

2a Of fstte pu-er restored o save as for state la Ens.re syste. at statte o ac5 s ess re ard te=serata er r

identification coadition, reestabi tsn a Core water leve!
Itquid inwenstory. are,are o Pressortler water le el
to start reactor shatdown o 5 team generator =4ter level
if necessary o Safety valve positions

la Onsite energency power o RC5 pressure and tenperature insure loading of EiFs on o AF.P *1ow and dis:*ar;e
estabitshed o emergency power s.pply to crergency power and proper pres s.r e

electrical buses actuation of safejuir:s o Chargtrg puny flow and
o steam generator level eqwtpment at the approsrtste discnar;e pressure
o AF.5 flow signal; reestablism Itavid o Containrent spesy pu p flow
a press riter level levels; prepare for plant and discharge pressere

shutdown o RC5 pressure and temperatare
o Pressurtzer, core and stea*

Jen gecerator level
e

{{| 3D Failure of onsite power o 54ee as state 34 Determine availability o St*43 supply to tu bleer

identtftcation of stear driven awaillicy pw o
feed p.s p o Ps o ficw and distmarge

press- re.

4a Suc t et t of steaus driven o RCS pressure and trecerature [csore syste= at statde o Sa-e as state 2a
AFnP O steam generator level condition; prepare f ar

o AF.P ficw and discharge plant shutfo.n
pressure

o core watre level
o pressor tzer water level

4b Failure of staa:n dr 6ven o 51 e as for state 4 Restore anel rep-sir s'cii o Psr . . t.-rs id.-at i f y im;AF .P iq,ntification dr iven AF mP and /or oa'.itt icisitie causa. of f allare
power
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A.3 S C-6 SEQUENCE2

A.3.1 S C-6 Sequence Description
2

The S C-6 sequence is initiated by a small break in the Reactor Coolant
2

System (RCS) followed by a failure of the Containment Spray Injection System (CSIS).

In the Reactor Safety StudyI4) analysis of the Surry PWR, the wide spectrum of

postulated primary system breaches was categorized by the minimum Emergency Core

Cooling System (ECCS) response necessary to prevent a core meltdown. For the S
2

event, a flow rate equivalent to the delivery from one of the High Pressure Injec-

tion System (HPIS) pumps satisfies this requirement. The corresponding break size

is an effective diameter in the range of approximately 0.5 to 2 inches. The

lower limit corresponds to a leak rate just slightly greater than that which can

be replenished by the Chemical and Volume Control Systen. (CVCS). The upper bound

was selected based on the containment sump fill rate that will just fail to meet

the minimum water supply requirements of the Containment Spray Recirculation

System (CSRS) should a failure of the CSIS be postulated. This subject will be

discussed in more detail in the following sequence description. ,

The event tree for the S initiator is presented in Figure A.3-1 with
2

the path of the S C sequence highlighted. With the loss of primary system
2

integrity, reactor coolant system depressurizes and the coolant temperatures

begin to rise. The water level in the pressurizer decreases as the make-up flow

from the CVCS cannot compensate for the break flow. The leaking coolant causes

a gradual increase in the containment temperature and pressure. The radiation

levels in containment will also increase, the rate depending upon the system

cl eanl iness. Reactor trip occurs when the low pressure or overtemperature AT

trip settings are encountered.
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It is assumed that electric power supply is adequate to meet the

needs 'of all Engineered Safety Features (ESF). As part of the normal sequence

of events, following reactor trip, the Main Feedwater System is isolated and

the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) is activated for decay heat removal and

primary system cooldown. In this mode of operation, water from the Condensate

Storage Tank is transported by the AFWS pumps to the secondary side of the steam

genera tors. The energy is then removed by venting steam through the power

: operated relief valves. Adequate heat removal is provided by venting through

! only two of three power operated relief valves. As a backup, venting can also
!
! be achieved through the mechanical safety valves.

,

| As the primary coolant is discharged into containment, a slow rise in

containment temperature and pressure occurs. As seen in Figure A.3-5, after

,

approximately thirty minutes, the containment pressure will reach the 30 psig
1

! level which should actuate the CSIS. However, in this sequence, the CSIS is

assumed to have failed.* As a result, heat remcval from the containment atmos-
,

phere does not occur and the pressure continues to increase as coolant is discharged.

;

! The HPIS of the ECCS is activated in response to the decreasing RCS
i

pressure. The charging pumps are automatically realigned to take suction from

j the RWST and transport coolant through the boron injection tank and into the

RCS cold legs. For the S initiator, the flow from only one of the three charging
2 ,

j pumps is required to maintain coolant inventory and provide adequate core

cooling.
>

* Failure of the CSIS is defined as failure to deliver water from the RWST to
-containment at a rate equivalent to full flow from one of the two containment
spray pumps.

.

[ ,
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As depicted on the event tree (Figure A.3-1), the remining ESFs required

for successful accommodation of the small break (S ) have little effect on the2

consequences of the accident. The reasons are summarized briefly in the follow-

ing discussion.

The CSRS is designed to provide long-term heat removal capability

within containment and to lower the atmospheric radionuclide concentration. |

This system recirculates water from the containment sump through the heat

exchangers in the CHRS to the spray nozzles which disperse the water throughout

the containment atmosphere. However, the CSRS requires a minimum water level

in the containment sump or the pumps will cavitate and are assumed to fail.4

Because of the large quantity of water supplied by the CSIS pumps (3200 gpm

each), the sump fills rapidly to a level where CSRS operation can be safely<

initiated when required. However, since this sequence assumes failure of the

CSIS, thi quantity of water is not available in the sump. The leakage from

the break alone is insufficient to meet the fluid inventory demand of the CSRS.

Hence, the system is assumed to be unavailable for heat removal or will fail

! if the CSRS pumps are started with insufficient water level. Since the CSRS
l

does not operate, it makes no difference whether or not the CHRS (which supplies
3

service water to cool the sump water for the CSRS) functions as designed, as sump

water is not delivered to the CHRS heat exchangers.

,

Af ter a period, the RWST supply will be consumed and the ECCS operation

must be realigned to the recirculation mode for long-term cooling.* At this

*Because of the failure of the CSIS, the RWST depletion rate is v.aatly reduced.
Consequently, the inj6ttionmode of ECCS operation can be extended for a much
longer period than if ti.] CSIS had functioned. This length of time depends on
the break flow but is of the order of several hours. However, eventually
recirculation capability will be required.
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time the level in the containment sump may have reached a level which is safe

j for recirculation operation. However, due to a lack of heat removal in contain-

ment, the sump water temperature is very high. Furthermore, the rising pres-

sures in containment will eventually lead to a loss of containment integrity
|

and subsequent depressurization. Based on these considerations, it was assumed

in the Reactor Safety Study that suction from the sump would produce cavitation

in the low pressure pumps, thus eliminating ECCS recirculation operation. This
,

failure would eventually lead to a meltdown of the reactor core.

j The final ESF noted on the event tree - sodium hydroxide addition

(SHA) - fails because the CSIS, which delivers the sodium hydroxide to the con-

! tainment atmosphere, did not function.

i

As noted previously, the lack of containment heat removal leads to a

continuing increase in containment pressure. Eventually the boundary will fail

releasing radioactivity to the environment and depressurizing containment. This

failure mode is designated as 6 in the Reactor Safety Study.
,

,

The previous scenario describes the S C-6 sequence as considered in
2

the Reactor Safety Study. For conservatism, the Reactor Safety Study assumed

i no effective operator action to respond to the system failures. The following

sections examine what actions the operator might take to successfully terminate

this accident prior to core meltdown or containment failure, or reduce the-

,

consequences of the event.

|
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A.3.2 Operator Actions

i

The preceding section described the S C-6 sequence and the various2

assumptions utilized in the WASH-1400 analysis of this accident for the Surry

Given that.the accident occurs, the next concern is to determine wSctreactor.

actions the operator migFc take to successfully terminate or mitigate the con-

sequences of the transient. The various options which should be considered and
i

|
the consequences of their implementation are discussed in this section. Once

the potential operator actions and their effects on the transient have been
!

assessed, the information required by the operator can be determined.'

*
.

Figure A.3-2 illustrates the operator actions in response to the S E I"i-
!

2

ti6 tor. This diagram was developed by considering the S C sequence pathway in2

Figure A.3-1, and modifying it to reflect the potential operator actions in response

to the event. The initial part of the original event tree prior to CSIS failure

has been condensed in Figure A.3-2 for simplicity. The functions and systems which

are operable and assumed-to perform as designed are combined into a single

event. These are electric power, reactor trip, emergency coolant injection, ,

'and the auxiliary feedwater system for heat removal. Subsequent to the failure ;

i

|
of the CSIS, the remaining event tree headings list the potential operator

actions in response to'the S 0 failure sequence. The different branches of the
2

event tree have been assigned alphanumeric identifiers for referencing the vari-

ous plant states in future discussions. The fmGosing sections examine the

various operator actions and their consequencGt : aci.ited with the relevant

section; c this event tree.

t
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A.3.2.1. Response to Initiator (S )
2

.

.The initial opscator action is to determine what event has occurred

.so that he will know what options are availabic to him. The primary system

behavior following a small break is characterized by a decrease in the reactor

coolant system pressure (as seen in Figure A.3-3) and pressurizer water level * with

a decrease in coolant temperature (Figure A.3-4). In conjunction, containment pres-
l

sure, t'igure A.3-5), temperature (Figure A.3-6) and humidity, begin to rise as'

:

the water / steam mixture is expelled into the containment atmosphere. The radiation

level in containment will also become elevated. The magnitude and rate of these
I variations depend on many factors which include the break size and location, the

reactor control and volume control systems response, the normal containment

; heat removal system efficiency and the contamination of the primary coolant.

|

j After verifying that a breach in the primary coolant system has occur-

red, the operator's next action should be to identify the ESFs required to,

accommodate this event and mitigate its consequences. The specific systems are3

1

! electrical power, the reactor protection system, the auxiliary feedwater system,

| and the high-pressure injection systen of the ECCS. The functions of these sys-

[ tems were discussed in Section A.3.1. The status of each of these systems should
i

be checked to ein ure that it is ready for operatica upon demand. Any systems

which were temporarily bypassed for periodic testing or deactivated for nain-

tenance should be returned to their standby configuratioli if possible. Depending on

the nature of the break and the response of these systems, the operator may have to

manually control the HPIS to avoid repressurization of the primary system.
,

! o
| For vapor space breaks (e.g., stuck-open pressurizer relief valve), the pressurizer

level would increase, while the RCS pressure decreases. <

,

J
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As a result of post-TMI analysis, it has been determined that auto-

matic trip of the reactor coolant pumps early in a small loss of coolant acci-

dent is desirable. The appropriate signals or parameters to accomplish this

function have not been defined. The results of this study may aid in this

decision. When this directive becomes part of the operating instructions, ;

the operator must verify RCP trip on the appropriate signals.

A.3.2.2 Response to CSIS Failure (C)

Subsequent to the identification of' the small break and verification

of successful operation of the key ESF's, the plant is at state 2a on Figure A.3-2

Once the containment pressure reaches 30 psig, CSIS should be activated. Since

this sequence assumes failure of the system the containment pressure will con-

tinue to increase beyond this level. It is critical that the operator recog-

nizes that this system has not functioned, so he will know what are the poten-

tial consequences, and thus can take the appropriate action. In effect the

operator must know the plant's state on the S event tree. With this informa-
2

tion, it is possible to determine how the sequence can progress from that state,

and the options that are available to him.

A.3.2.2.1 Containment Heat Removal
.

Subsequent to failure of the CSIS, the operator has two options for

future action. First, an attempt can be made to determine the cause(s) of the

CSIS failure, and if possible restore the system to operation. Alternatively,

the operator can try to find a different means of accomplishing the functions

of the CSIS.
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Restoring CSIS capability requires that (1) the fault can be identified,

and (2) that corrective action can be taken. Upon verification that containment

spray was not working, the first operator response should be to manually initiate

the CSIS. This action could restore the CSIS if the failure were due to a failure

of the Consequerae Limiting Control System (CLCS) to automatically initiate con-

tainment spray. Identification of other specific faults which could cause CSIS

failure is beyond the scope of this initial study. The approach which could be;

'

followed is sumarized briefly. Since the S C-6 sequence is a slowly developing2

one, there may be time for some types of corrective action. However, if for exam-

ple, the fix requires personnel to enter containment where the hot, radioactive

coolant is leaking, then such an action is unacceptable. To determine if any of

the potential CSIS failure modes are amenable to short-term corrective action, the

fault tree diagrams can be reviewed to identify the various failure modes. After

..

evaluating the causes of the system failure, the actions necessary to repair the
system can be determined. Those failures which can be repaired within the time

scale dictated by the accident progression and are feasible to effect in the acci-
,

1
'

dent environment can then be identified. Procedures to perform this corrective
i

action can then be developed. Instrumentation requirements relative to CSIS fail-

ure identification and repair are addressed in Section A.3.3.

If the operator is successful in restoring the CSIS, the next action

is to ensure that the remaining ESF's identified in Figure A.3-1 perform as designed.

Operator actions to correct the CSIS malfunction, or any adverse environmental

conditions which resulted from a delay in CSIS operation, may impact the opera-

: tion of other systems. Hence, operation of these systems must be carefully

i
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monitored to assure a safe cooldown of the plant (Sequence A of Figure A.3-2). The

two primary objectives are maintaining containment integrity and in-place, cool-

able core geometry. Both of these objectives require the use of the CSRS/CHRS.

Spray recirculation and cooling is required to keep the pressure in containment
,

i

at an acceptable level and also to reduce sump water temperature. This latter

condition is essential for long-term ECCS recirculation (Section A.3.2.2.2).

Hence, even if the CSIS is repaired, CSRS must still perform or

core melt will eventually occur (Sequences D and E). This may require
,

; additional operator action. The CSRS is automatically initiated on receipt>

of the containment hi-hi pressure signal with a time delay of two minutesi

on the internal spray pumps and five minutes on the external spray pumps.
!
~ Once the internal pumps are started they cannot be stopped until the

containment pressure returns to subatmospheric conditions. If the sump
,

water level is inadequate to properly operate these pumps, they could be

lost. Upon receipt of the hi-hi containment pressure signal, the operator
i

should check the sump water level to determine if the CSRS can be operated

properly. If sump water level is inadequate, then the operator should take

steps to manually override the CSRS until adequate sump water level is

ensured.

If short-term repair of-the CSIS cannot be implemented (state 4b of

Figure A.3-2) operator action must be directed toward finding an alternate means

of cooling containment and providing the long-term heat removal capability for

the reactor core. If no method of cooling containment can be effected, then4

i
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the rising pressure will ultimately lead to failure. Furthermore, without con-

tainment cooling the water in the containment sump will approach saturation

and could result in pump cavitation when used as a source during the recircu-

lation mode of ECCS operation. A loss of ECCS recirculation capability will

eventually lead to core melting (Sequences I and J of Figure A.3-2). Figures
i
l

A.3-3 through A.3-7 present some of the key parameters fran the analysis of

the 5 C-6 sequence.
2

;

One possible approach to providing containment heat removal is to

utilize the CSRS and CHRS. Operator action would involve verifying alignment-

i

of the containment spray system for recirculation, ensuring cooling water supply :

to the CHRS heat exchangers and monitoring the water level in the sump. When

a safe level is reached, CSRS pumps can be activated. The operator may have,

,

to override the automatic initiation of the CSRS pumps if the safe level is

not reached when the contaimnent pressure reaches the hi-hi set point. In

addition' to an adequate water level in the sump, the operator must also ensure,

that the thermodynamic state of this source is such that pump cavitation will
i

not occur.7

As noted in the S C-6 sequence description, one of the characteris-
2

tics that defines the S event in the Reactor Safety Study is that the water2

level in the sump is insufficient for CSRS operation. However, this may not

' be true for all small breaks. If the break location is such that the leaking

coolant spills into the reactor cavity, then this volume must fill and overflow

t

i
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before water enters the sump. Then it is poss ble that the containment pres-

sure will be approaching the failure limit by the time an adequate inventory

is available in the sump. However, calculations of the sump inventory for the
*

S C sequence have shown that an adequate water level is likely to be achieved
2

while there is still substantial margin to containment failure (Figure A.3-7).
,

These transient analyses predicted that the mass of liquid water in containment
3would' completely fill the reactor cavity volume (* 11,000 ft in the Surry plant)'

while the containment pressure was less than 45 psia. Since containment failure

does not occur until s 100 psia, there is ample water inventory for suction from
,

: the containment sump.
,

Although the water leaking from the primary system may fill the sump

to a safe level for pump suction, the fill rate may be insufficient to operate

the CSRS at full capacity (4 pumps with a design flow of 3500 gpm in Surry).

However, the fill rate may supply enough water to operate a single pump at full

or reduced flow. In this case, manual control of the CSRS by the operator to

regulate flow with respect to replenishment of the water supply may be required.

As further leakage from the primary system occurs, containment spray flow can'

be increased by activating additional pumps. Even at a reduced flow rate, the

containment pressure buildup would be lessened. This effectively buys time

until the sump water level reaches a level where the ninimum flow necessary to ;

achieve a pressure reduction in containment can be supplied.;

!:

:

In the event that the water level, or its thermodynamic state, pre-

clude CSRS operation, another source of water must be found to supplement the

i *These calculations were performed by Battelle Columbus Laboratories using the
MARCH computer code package.
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break flow if containment spray is to be used to reduce pressure. Preliminary

evaluations indicate that there are no practical means for deliberately intro-

ducing sizeable quantities of water into the containment sump.

If containment heat removal is unavailable (state 5d) because of an
! inadequate water supply in the sump, a core meltdown will eventually occur.

Further operator actions from this point are discussed in the foilawing section.

It is important to note that the previous discussion and assumptions

are based on the Surry reactor design, as considered by the Reactor Safety Study.
1

Other PWR designs include alternate containment heat removal systems which could
i

be effectively utilized to limit containment temperatures and perhaps prevent a
!

core meltdown accident. For example, some more recent designs utilize ice conden-

sers as a passive heat removal system. An evaluation for the Sequoyah plant has

shown that this feature prevents core meltdown for the S C sequence. Such additional2

features introduce different possibilities for operator response and would require
a different operator action event tree.

A.3.2.2.2 Long-Term Cooling of the Core

If the CSRS/CHRS is operable and is effective in cooling containment

(state Sc of Figure A.3-2), the remaining major concern is to assure long-term

cooling of_the core. This requires operation of the ECCS in the recirculation

mode. The containment sump serves as the water source during this phase of

operation. Hence, the same considerations rsted in the previous section,

,
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regarding water level and its thermodynamic state apply. However, recircula-

tion through the core is not initiated until the RWST inventory has been

depleted. By this time the water level in the sump is adequate to supply both

CSRS and ECR system needs. Furthermore operation of the CHRS has kept sump

water conditions well below saturation. Hence, pump cavitation is highly

unlikely. Operator action involves successfully_ changing the ECCS configuration

from injection to recirculation operation. This places the plant in state 6c

and long-term cooling can then be maintained (Sequence F).

,

Similar considerations apply to the case where the operator was suc-

cessful in restoring the CSIS to operation (state SL). In this instance, it

is likely that any effects on the operation of the ESF's necessary to maintain the

plant in a stable, coolable condition will be less severe than if there were no

containmant spray.

It is probable that failure to provide effective long-term core

cooling, given that the plant is in states 5a or Sc, would require additional

failures of equipment that are unrelated to the failure of the CSIS. Such

additional failures, when compounded with the events which produced the S C2

sequence initially, are of extremely low probability and can be neglected for

purposes of this assessment. Hence, the operator response to states 6b and

6d is not addressed. However, the operator action in such a postulated

occurrence would be very similar to the response required should effective

containment heat removal be absent (states 5b or 5d).
i

Assuming that the containment can not be effectively cooled, it will

eventually fail from the increasing pressure. In this case, operator action

:
!
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should be' directed toward delaying a core meltdown and minimizing releases to

the environment subsequent to containment breach. By delaying core melt, the

consequences of containment failure are likely to be lessened. This action also

" buys time" during which containment cooling may be restored, thus minimizing

the accident consequences and preventing a large meltdown. The effect of suc-

cessful delaying action is noted in the final column of the operator action

( event tree-(Figure A.3-2).

1

Core melting can be delayed by making efficient use of the ECCS.

| For sn.all break accidents (S ) the injection phase of ECCS operation can be2
:

extended significantly. The RWST inventory depletion rate is greatly reduced
,

as a result of the failure of the CSIS. Hence, the volume of water available

for HPIS injection is much larger. Utilizing the HPIS to maintain primary

system inventory, and the AFW/SSR system for heat removal, coolable geometry

,.

can be maintained for a considerable period. Eventually a transfer to the

recirculation mode will be required as the RWST is emptied. By this time,

f the water level in the sump should be adequate to operate the low head injec-
i

; tion pumps. Depending on the nature of the transient, it may be possible to

| initiate ECCS recirculation. Because of the failure of containment heat removal

capability, the water temperature may be elevated to the point where pump cavi-
4

tation would occur. If this happens, make-up water to compensate for the leakage
'

through the break would be unavailable. A gradual melting of the core would

ensue.

4

f
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Due to an absence of sump water cooling, it is expected that sump

conditions will eventually preclude operation in the recirculation mode. There-

fore, it may be advantageous to extend the injection phase as long as possible.

This could be accomplished by utilizing only the minimum HPIS flow to maintain

inventory, rather than operating at full capacity. For the S event, only one
2

of three charging pumps is required to maintain coolability. Hence, utilizing

only one pump could significantly increase the time prior to the onset of core
i

*
melt. In order to take this action, the operator would require knowledge of

conditions in the core to ensure maintenance of a coolable geometry. This would

allow the operator to regulate the make-up flow being provided by HPIS. The

injection phase could be extended turther by replenishing the RWST. Eventually,

however, rising water levels in containment may result in other failures

that would lead to core melt. The impact of this action has not been assessed

in this study.

*As decay heat load decreases, less than full flow from one pump would be
required.
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A.3.3 Operator Information Requirements

The preceding section addressed the operator action in response

to the-postulated S C accident. The principal actions are summarized below:
2

i 1) Identify occurrence of small break

2) Determine ESF's required and verify their status and'

j successful operation

3) Identify CSIS failure

.4) Repair or restore CSIS if possible
,

5) Provide containment heat removal using CSRS/CHRS

_
6) Ensure long-term cooling for core

7) If long-term core cooling cannot be provided, delay
core meltdown

! To take these actions and make the associated decisions, the opera-

i tor must have a clear understanding of the plant state at all times, and know

| what options are available. This section addresses the information which will

enable the operator to determine the plant condition during a postulated S C
2

sequence and thus implement the above actions as necessary. A summary of the
j<

opera or information requirements L.;d appropriate actions for the relevant plant

states in Figure A.3-2 is presented in Table A.3-1.

The first operator action is to determine that a rupture in the pri-

' mary coolant boundary has occurred. The parameters which unambiguously indi-

cate a small break are a decrease in the reactor coolant system pressure

!
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in conjunction with a rise in containment pressure. The magnitude and rate of

these variations depends on many factors which include the break size and loca-
,

tion, the reactor control and volume control systems response, and the efficiency

of the normal .ontainment heat removal system. Additional confirmation of a

! primary system leak would be an elevation in radiation levels in containment.

In addition to the previously noted variables, the increase in radioactivity

depends on the contamination of the primary coolant. Other parameters, which j

could be utilized as diverse backup measurements, are the reactor coolant temp-

erature, containment temperature and humidity, and sump water level. All of these
i

parameters increase slowly subsequent to a small RCS break. Changes in the

pressurizer water level would also accompany a small break. For most

break locations, the level would decrease. However, if the coolant loss was

through a " stuck-open" pressurizer relief of safety valve, the water level

could increase. Additional indications of this event would be valve position,

discharge line temperature, or pressurizer relief tank level, pressure, and

terapera ture.

After verifying the presence of a primary coolant system breach,

! the next operator action is to identify the ESF's required to accomodate

this event and mitigate its consequences. The specific systems were mentioned in
,

lSection k.3.1 and are illustrated on the S event tree (Figure A.3-1). The status i
2

! of each of these systems should be checked to ensure their readiness for opera-

tion. Once their actuation is required, verification of correct system response

should be performed.

,

|

l

l-
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The availability of electrical power (EP) can be readily verified,

as its absence would be indicated by numerous instruments and annunciators in

the control. room. Trippica of any circuit breakers feeding critical equipment

| will be annunciated. In the unlikely event of a total loss of offsite AC power,

the operator must ensure that the diesel generators are actuated as desir nd.
!

Similarly, a reactor trip will be easily recognized. If, for some reason, an
4

automatic trip has not been initiated, the operator can manually scram the
e

reactor. The operator can ensure an adequate margin for safe shutdown by

monitoring the neutron flux.

!

! Activation of the HPIS automatically isolates the main feedwater

system and activates the auxiliary feedwater system. The effectiveness of

high pressure coolant injection can be verified by monitoring the primary,

system temperature and pressure. The successful operation of the individual

HPIS trains can be verified by measuring the respective flow rates or pump
1

.

Additionally the pressurizer and/or reactor water
,

discharge pressures.

levels should respond to the addition of water from the ECCS. Similarly AFW

| flow or AFWP discharge pressure can be monitored to verify flow to the steam

generators. The steam generator water level will indicate if the water sup-
i i

plied by the AFWP's is adequate.

!

If the containment soray were actuated, the immediate response would be a

reduction in containment pressure and temperature. Since the CSIS is assumed

4

i
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to fail in this sequence, these parameters will continue to increase. Addi-

| tional variables which should indicate CSIS function under most conditions

are the flow in the injection lines and the CSIS pump discharge pressure.

These measurements could be utilized as diverse backups and to provide the

operator with additional information which might assist in identifying the

cause of the failure.

As discussed in Section A.3.2.2.1, the operator has two options for

providing containment heat removal capability: the CSIS can be repaired, or
alternate systems can be employed. If the CSIS is to be restored, the cause

for its failure must be identified. Additionally, the corrective action must

be feasible to implement under the accident conditions and within a limited

time period. The specific failure modes which satisfy these criteria (if any)

can be identified using fault tree analysis. Knowing the failures, it is then

possible to specify instrumentation to detect these faults. However, before

additional plant monitoring capability can be reconnended, some consideration

must be given to the probability of these CSIS failure modes. Their contri-

bution to the overall CSIS should be evaluated. If these events are not sig-

, nificant contributors, then the addition of instrumentation to identify these

faults is probably not warranted. If any are discovered to be important, then

the decision to add the capability to detect this fault muet consider if it is

possible and practical to instrument the specific components such that their

:
s

t
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failure can be reliably detected. Furthermore, it must be ensured that the

additional instrumentation will be unambiguous and not likely to confuse the

ope rator. The identification of the specific CSIS failure modes, and the

instrumentation which might be utilized to detect these faults, is beyond the

j scope of this preliminary study.
|

,

If restoration of the CSIS is not feasible, the operator can attempt

to utilize the CSRS and CHRS to cool containment. As discussed in Section A.3.2.2.1,

the critical factor which determines if this option is available is the availa-

bility and thermodynamic state of the water in the containment sump. Measuring

the water level in the sump will indicate if there is sufficient inventory for

pump suction. This information is particularly important because the CSRS
! pumps are actuated automatically in a short time after the containment hi-hi

pressure set point is reached (See Section A.3.2.2.1). If the water level in

the sump is insufficient for pump suction at this time, the operator must

manually override the automatic CSRS actuation. The variation in water
level during CSRS operation will also provide the operator with the informa-

tion required to regulate the flow in the system (initially the sump

inventory may not be adequate for CSRS operation at full capacity).

4

! Sufficient sump water subcooling must also be ensured. Otherwise

the pumps could fail from cavitation. The margin for safe pump suction can

be determined by measuring the temperature of the water in the sump and the

i

!
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containment pressure, and comparing the resultant state to saturation condi-

tions. Measurement of the containment atmosphere pressure will also provide

verification of successful heat removal. If the CSRS must be operated at a

reduced capacity initially, the containment pressure may not immediately

decrease. However, its rate of increase would be lessened,and as CSRS flow is

incraased the pressure would eventually begin to fall.

Subsequent to providing containment heat removal, the operator

action is directed toward preventing a core meltdown. Section A.3.2.2.2 discussed

the provisions for long-term cooling of the reactor core, and the associated

operator actions. The RWST water level indicator automatically alerts the operator

when change-over to recirculation operation is required. Upon transferring

to the recirculation mode, the operator must ensure an adequate sump water
,

level for pump suction. However, since the RWST has been depleted, this cri-

terion should be satisfied. As with the previous discussion, the sump water

must be adequately subcooled. Assuming successful operation of the CHRS

(state Sc), this condition will also be satisfied. Thus, assuming successful

operation of the ECCS components, no additional measurements other than those

required for CSRS actuation and regular ECCS control are needed.

If containment heat removal is unavailable (states 5b and 5d), a

core meltdown will eventually occur. Operator action under these circumstances
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wou'd be to delay the meltdown as long as possible by extending the injection

phase of ECCS operation. The operator actions are to provide the minimum

required make-up flow to keep the core covered and avoid DNB. In order to

successfully regulate ECC flow, the RCS pressure, outlet temperature, and

reactor vessel water level are needed. The pressure and temperature measure-

| ments should provide an indication of the margin to dryout in the core. Water

level indication would warn the operator of potential core uncovering, even if

the temperature and pressure indicated conditions in the core were acceptable.

Additional considerations with respect to delaying core melting are addressed

in the evaluation of the V sequence.
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A.3.4 Summary and Conclusions

i
.

The preceding discussion considered the S C sequence and identified
2

potential operator actions to interrupt this sequence or reduce its conse-
t

| quences, for the plant design evaluated by the Reactor Safety Study. The
|

| reactor and plant parameters which are necessary and sufficient to define the

plant state during the accident have been identified with intent of providing !i

| the operator with clear information on which to take the proposed corrective j

| actions. The results of this evaluaticn are summarized in Table A.3-1.

! The information presented in the summary table is based on a number

of assumptions concerning the plant performance and response to the postulated

sequence. Many of the plant conditions and proposed operator actions have not

been analyzed in the past. Hence, there is some uncertainty and generality

in these evaluations. The following list identifies areas where further infor-

mation would be beneficial in either confirming the key assumptions used in ;

this study or reducing the level of uncertainty.

o The assumption of insufficient water level in the con-

tainment sump for CSRS operation given that the CSIS
fails should be carefully examined. It appears that
this assumption may not apply, or may be unduly con-
servative in many small break accidents. The rel3tive
variation in containment pressure, sump fill rate, and
sump water temperature for different break sizes and
locations merits further analysis.

i
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o The possible use and effectiveness of alternate con-
tainment heat removal systems should be investigated.
This study was performed assuming containment spray
as the only effective system for heat rejection (WASH-
1400 assumption). However, the normal containment heat-

ing and ventilating system may be capable of some heat

removal. Unless containment isolation considerations
preclude its use, it may provide sufficient cooling to
prevent or delay containment failure and core melt.

|
4

The effect of extending ECCS injection to delay coreo

melt (assuming inability to remove heat fron contain-
ment) should be evaluated in more depth. In partic-

ular, does this action significantly delay the onset4

of melting? If so, the specific operator actions
need to be better defined. One action which should
be considered in this regard is replenishing the RWST
to further extend the injection phase.

Does a loss of containment heat removal inevitablyo

lead to core melt? Are there some small break acci-
dents where core melt can be prevented - even though
containment integrity may be violated. Are there any
mechanisms for cooling containment sump water if water

1

; cannot be delivered to the containment spray headers?
1

More detailed information on the plant states for thiso

accident is necessary to establish the necessary ranges
for instrumentation for this sequence. This may require
some sensitivity studies to examine the effects of dif-

- ferent assumptions regarding plant systems response on
key plant variables. The range required for each mea-

sured parameter would then be determined by integrating
j this type of information for all sequences in which mea-

surement of a given variable is necessary.
f
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FIGl'RE A.3-1

PWR Small LOCA (S2,1/2-2 inch diameter) in RCS
Event Tree (Reference: Reactor Safety Study,
WASH-1400, October 1975) .
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Table A.3-1. Sumary of Key Operator Actions and Information
Requirements for S C-6 Sequence

2
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TatPe A. 3-1. Summary of Key Operator Actions and Information
Requirements for 5 C-6 Sequence (Continued)

2

(1) Cestei; tie- Information Requieed Dresator Action Inforut ton seguteedp3,
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, Plant state as identifie1 in the Operator Action Event Tree for 5 C-6 (Figure A.3-I 219tl5'
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A.4 ^ HF-y AfiD S HF-y SEQUENCES
3 2

A.4.1 Sequence Descriptions

The draft report of the Sequoyah Reactor Safety Study (I) identified S HF-y
1

and S HF-y as being dominant accident sequences. The event trees for these two
2

sequences, as seen in Figures A. 4-1 and A.4-2, differ only in the requirement for
the auxiliary feedwater system. r'or breaks less than two inches in diameter (S2

initiator), it is assumed in the Sequoyah RSS chat the steam generators are neces-
sary to remove some of the core decay heat being generated; for breaks

' greater than two inches (S initiator), it is assumed that the energy removed by
i

the break is greater than or equal to the core decay heat and the steam generators
are not necessary for heat removal. During t'3 course of this study it became

,

evident that a better division of the small br%k, by both break size and break
location, was needed to determine if operator actions would be dependent upon

break size. Some of the break sizes and locations examined did reveal
potential operator actions. Most did not require any operator action to
be taken prior to the postulated failure of this sequence but did identify
subsets of the Emergency Safeguards Features (ESF) needed to mitigate the

effects of various break sizes. This was the criteria used to establish
the range of break sizes which are described in Section A.i.2. The accident

sequence for S HF and S HF, as shown in Figures A.4-1 and A.4-2, will be des-g 2
cribed in this section, and the sequences will hereafter be referred to as S HF.

$

A detailed characterization of the S initiators will be given in Section A.4.2.
$

The initiating event in the 'i HF-y sequence is a small break which is
$

located in either the liquid or vapor space of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).
The S initiator includes breaks whose equivalent diameters range from 0.5 inchg

to 6 inches. The event trees for the S and S initiators from the Sequoyah RSS
i 2

are shown in Figures A.4-1 and A.4 -2 with the S HF sequence highlighted in each.
$

A generalized description of the S HF sequence follows.j

Following the rupture of the reactor coolant system, the system pressure
begins to decrease, with the rate of decrease being dependent upon the size of the
Ireak. The water level in the pres 3urizer begins to drop * as makeup flow from the

OThe exception to this would be the vapor space break or the inadvertent opening
of a safety / relief valve in which case the pressurizer water level would increase.
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chemical volume control system can no longer maintain adequate water level. The

containment temperature and pressure will increase as high energy fluid is dis-,

charged from the rupture. This pressure increase produces a pressure drop across
the ice condenser inlet doors and permits steam and air to flow through the ice
condenser. The ice condenser system is a passive pressure suppression system con-
taining motel b'.5kets filled with borated ice flakes.

For this sequence it is assumed that the electrical power supply is j
adequate to meet the needs of all the Engineered Safety Features (ESF), i.e.,
either offsite or onsite AC power is available. As the system nressure continues
to decrease, a reactor trip setpoint will be reached, e.g., over Lenperature AT
or pressurizerlow pressure, which will cause the control rods to be dropped into

I the core. This will reduce the reactor power to approximately 6 percent of full

| power.

As more fluid is discharged from the rupture, the containment pressure
will continue to increase. When the containment pressure reaches the high-high
containment pressure setpoint, the Containment Spray Injection System (CSIS) and
the Air Return Fan System (ARFS) are activated. The CSIS draws water from the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) and sprays it into the containment upper com-
partment thereby reducing the containment pressure and removing radioactivity from
the containment. Ten minutes after receipt of the high-high containment pressure
setpoint, the ARFS is activated. The ARFS enhances the operation of the ice con-
dc;.ser system by circulating air from the lower ccmpartment to the upper compart-
ment in the containment through the ice condenser.

Upon receipt of the safety injection signal, the Emergency Coolant
Injection (ECI) system is automatically aligned to deliver coolant from the
RWST to the cold legs of the reactor coolant system. The minimum ECI

required for the S initiator S the flow from one of i.wo charging pumps and
$

one of two high pressure injection pumps. The two centrifugal charging pumps,
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normally part of the chemical volume control system, are aligned to take
suction from the RWST on receipt of the safety injection signal. The

high pressure injection pumps are components of a dedicated system which
requires no alignment to inject into the reactor coolant system.

The safety injection signal also results in main feedwater system isola-
tion and the auxiliary feedwater system activation. The auxiliary feedwater system,

draws water from the condensate storage tank and delivers it to the secondary side
of the steam generators. The flow from the auxiliary feedwater system is sufficient
to remove decay heat from the primary system. As mentioned previously, the auxiliary
feedwater system is necessary during a small break transient where the break size
is insufficient to remove decay heat. For breaks large enough to remove decay heat,
the auxiliary feedwater system provides an additional heat sink which aids in reactor ;

cooldown.

Two passive subsystems of the ECI system are available to inject additional
cooling water into the RCS. These are the Upper Head Accumulator Injection System
and the Cold Leg Accumulator Injection System. The actuation pressure of the Upper
Head Accumulator is high enough that it will inject automatically for most size
small breaks. The actuation pressure for the cold leg accumulator is low enough
that injection will only occur automatically for the larger size t. mall breaks, i.e.,
breaks sizes of approximately four inches equivalent diameter and above.

As the refueling water storage tank is depeleted, realignment of the
safety injection system to the recirculation mode is automatically initiated when
the RWST water level reaches the low level setpoint. Upon receipt of the low-low
water level signal from the RWST, the system is completely realigned in the recir-
culation mode. At this time the containment spray system and the emergency cooling

.
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system would normally take suction from the containment sump; however, in this
sequence, a common mode failure is assumed to occur. The failure is the
loss of flow communication between the upper and lower compartments by the

drain lines being plugged or inadvertently left closed after refueling. During
recirculation, the containment spray pumps would be removing liquid from the

!sump and spraying into the upper compartment. With no flow to the lower compart-
,

ment to replace this lost inventory, the sump water would be depleted and failure
|

of the RHR and CSRS pumps would occur. This would eventually result in the
loss of both containment and core heat removal, followed by containment failure |

,

and core meltdown.

:

The previous scenario describes the S HF-y sequence as found in the
9

Sequoyah Reactor Safety Study This study assumed no effective operator action.

i

to respond to system failures. The following sections examine what actions the
operator might take to successfully terminate this accident prior to core meltdown

;

! De containment failure, or to reduce the consequences of the event.

|

|
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A. 4. 2 Operator Actions

The preceeding section described the S HF-y sequence. This section
$

details the actions the operator must take to successfully terminate or mitigate
the consequences of the S HF transient. The various options which should be con-

$

sidered and the consequences of their implementation are discussed in this section.
Once these potential operator actions have been identified and their effects have

| been assessed, the key parameters required by the operator to take action can be
identified. Information needs of the operator are covered in Section A.4.3.

|

Figure A.4-3 illustrates the operator actions in response to the S HF
$

initiator. This diagram was developed by considering the S HF sequence and mod-
$ ,

ifying it to reflect potential operator actions that can be taken to respond to
the event. The initial portion of the tree, prior to failure of the ECR and

i CSRS, has been simplified in Figure A.4-3. Those functions and systems which were
assumed to function successfully are combined into one event. These are electrical
power, reactor protection system, auxiliary feedwater system, air return fan sys-
tem, containment spray system and emergency coolant injection. Subsequent to the
failure of the ECR and CSRS, the event tree headings reflect the potential for
operator action. The different branches of the event tree have been assigned
alphanumeric identifiers for referencing the various plant states in future

,

| discussions.
i

A.4.2.1 Response to Initiator (S )
$

The initial operator action is to determine what type of event has
occurred so that he will know what options are available and what equipment is
needed to assist him in either successfully terminating the transient (i.e., pre-
serving containment integrity an'd maintaining a coolable core geometry) or
mitigating the consequences of the accident in the event of core meltdown and/or
containment failure.
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Unlike the large break loss of coolant accident where the accident
" signature" is similar regardless of break size or location, the small break
loss of coolant accident has a unique " signature" dependent on break size and

|
location. To attempt to characterize the S initiator by break size and loca-

$

| tion, a number of assumptions will be made. These assumptions are consistent
with the event sequence as shown in Figures A.4-1 and A.4-2 (e.g., maximum
delivery of auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators and complete avail-

| ability of engineered safeguards features).
1

i

Another important consideration is the availability of offsite
electrical power. Ths loss of offsite electrical power will preclude operation
of the steam dump system. In the event of loss of offsite power, the operator

| would have to ensure the start up of the emergency diesel generators and he
proper loading of safeguards equipment. The loss of offsite power combined
with a rupture of the reactor coolant system is a probab.listically insignifi-
cant event. The reason it is considered here is that most of the analytical

results available, and those used to support this study, were calculated with
the conservative assumption of loss of offsite power. The difference between
offsite and onsite power is in the operation of the steam dump system as already
stated. More analytical work with "best estimate" assumptions is needed for
small breaks. To illustrate the effects, and to describe the S initiatorsj
under more realistic conditions, the assumption of offsite power availability
was also considered in this study.

The applicable range of break sizes being considered, 0.5 inch to 6
inches in diameter, was further subdivided to examine the effect of break size

on potential operator action. It was found that three distinct ranges of break
sizes could be defined. Each of these ranges required a distinct set of emergency
safeguards equipment or operator actions which were essential for the successful
termination of an accident in that range. The characteristics of the S initiatorj
are generally applicable to all plants; however, specific plant designs, (e.g.,
ECI pump capacity), may shift the break ranges which arc defined here.

1

!
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.

A general characterization of the small break initiator (S ), applicable
$

to all break sizes and locations, is a gradual reduction in system pressure until
the reactor trip setpoint is reached. The rate at which the pressure drops is
dependent on the break size. After reactor trip occurs, there is a rapid reduc-
tion in system pressure which initiates the safety injection signal. It is at

this point that the description for the selected break size ranges considered in
the following sections will begin. The operator should verify that reactor trip
has occurred and that safety injection has been initiated when the proper setpoints
are reached. Verification of safety injection includes assuring that the charging
pumps and associated valving are aligned in the injection mode to take suction from
the RWST. In the event the reactor fails to trip automatically, the operator can
scram it manually.

A.4.2.1.1 Cold Leg Breaks from 0.5 Inch to 1 Inch in Diameter

Cold leg breaks in the range of 0.5 it ch to 1 inch in diameter are charac-
terized by an eventual repressurization of the Re'ctor Coolant System after initiation
of the high pressure injection system. Immediately after safety injection is initiated,
there is a rapid reduction in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature and pres-
sure as shown in Figures A.4-4(2) and A.4-5*. The break flow for the breaks
in this range is subcooled liquid and the energy being removed is less than the
energy being generated by core decay heat. This requires that the steem generators
and auxiliary feedwater be available to remove heat from the primary system. The

steam generator would be needed for approximately one day for the 1 inch diameter
break to remove decay heat and for greater periods of time for smaller breaks. If

the auxiliary feedwater system were unavailable, a backup means of removing decay
heat would be the manual operation of the pressurizer power operated relief valves.

This would increase the effective break area, and the accident signature subsequent
to PORV operation would be similar to the vapor space break description of Section
A.4 . 2.1. 5.

In the event of lo s of offsite power with subsequent loss of steam dump
to the condenser, the steam generator secondary pressure would rise to the steam

generator secondary side safety valve setpoint and steam would be discharged to
maintain the secondary side pressure as seen in Figure A.4-6. With steam dump

.

OFigures A.4-4 through A.4-7 are not specific to the Sequoyah Plant but of a similar
design which does not incorporate upper head injection. This analysis assumed
loss of offsite power.
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available, the continued addition of auxiliary feedwater to the steam generator
would reduce the secondary side pressure and temperature.

,

The pressure in the primary would be governed by the equilibrium pres-
sure established by the safety injection and break flow. The combined injection

iof two centrifugal charging pumps and two safety injection pumps is greater than
the break flow at pressures near the safety injection signal setpoint. This
results in the liquid inventory of the primary system increasing and an increase
in system pressure as seen in Figures A.4-7 and A.4-5. When the flow from the

high pressure injection syPem and the break flow are equal, the system will have
reached a stable equilibrium pressure. This equilibrium pressure could exceed
the setpoint at which the pressurizer relief valve opens (this is dependent on
the shutoff head of the charging pumps). Action would be necessary by the opera-

tor to control safety injection flow to maintain the Reactor Coolant System
pressure and level at an acceptable limit. Present NRC criteria require the high

pressure injection to be terminated when the reactor coolant system temperature
reaches 50 F subcooled. The operator can maintain the reactor liquid inventoryU

through judicious use of the makeup flow and safety injection flow.

If less than full emergency coolant injection were available, the pressure
at which equilibrium is reached would be less than the pressurizer relief valva
setpoint but above the pressure at which upper head accumulator injection will

Therefore, for this range of breaks, upper head accumulator injectionoccur.
will 70t cucur early in the transient. Eventually, after the system has stabilized,
with the operator controlling safety injection and after plant cooldown has been
initiated, the system pressure will drop below the upper head accumulator pressure
and injection will occur unless the system has previously been isolated. At no time
during this transient will 'the liquid level drop below the top of the fuel rods.

.
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A.4.2.1.2 Cold Leg Breaks From 1 Inch to 4 Inches in Diameter

Breaks in this range are characterized by the system pressure stabil-

| izing at some pressure which is be%i the upper head accumulator injection pressure
but above the cold leg accumu W injection pressure. Upper head accumulator

i

| injection will occur for this range of breaks and the steam generator is still

| required to aid in removing decay heat during the early portion of the transient.
! The time for which the steam generator is necessary to remove decay heat becomes

shorter as the break size increases.

j In the event that no steam dump to the condenser is available (i.e.,
loss of offsite power), the system pressure will initially remain above the steam

,

generator safety valve setpoint so that core heat can be removed by the steam gener-
ators which are discharging steam through the safety valves. The break flow and in-
jection flow are in non-equilibrium at this pressure with a higher break flow dis-

| charge rate. There is a net loss of mass from the system, and the system will con-
tinue draining until the break is uncovered. At this point steam will be relieved
through the break, and the system continues to depressurize as seen in Figure A.4 P.

The break will be removing more of the decay heat and the steam generator pressun
: will begin to drop. To remove sufficient mass from the system to uncover the

. break results in the liquid level falling below the top of the ccre (see Figure
| A.4-9) and partial core uncovery occurs from most of the breaks in this range.
; Eventually, the system will stabilize at a pressure which is between the upper
! head accumulator and the cold leg accumulator back pressures.
i

i

Figures A.4-8 through 10 show the transient beyond the time when the
,

Refueling Water Storage Tank is exhausted and switchover to recirculation would

ha~ve occurred for a 2 inch diameter cold leg break. When Emergency Core Cool-
ing terminates, the system pressure increases and the core water level decreases
until the volumetric flow of steam through the break exceeds the rate at which
steam is generated in the core. The primary system depressurizes until the cold
leg accumulators begin injecting and the core liquid level increases. This results.

in targe volumes of steam being generated in the core and a cyclic oscillation
~

of system pressure and core liquid level is established until the accumulators
.

are empty. At this point, the core liquid will boil away and core melt follows.

A-93
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With steam dump to the condenser available, the steam generator
secondary pressure will not rise to the safety valve setpoint. This results
in the primary system pressure being just above the secondary side pressure
in order to maintain the temperature difference necessary to remove decay heat.
As the secondary side cools, this results in a steady decrease in both secondary
and primary pressure. Since the primary pressure decreases without the neces- ,

sity of uncovering the break, the core liquid level never drops to the point
where the fuel rods are uncovered. Eventually, the pressure will reach an
equilibrium condition which is above the cold leg accumulator injection pres-

i sure as described previously.

: A.4.2.1.3 Cold Leg Breaks from 4 Inches to 6 Inches in Diameter
'

,

,

Breaks in this range are characterized by a system pressure which
I stabilizes below the cold leg accumulator injection pressure but above the

low pressure injection system pressure setpoint. Breaks of this size can
;

j remove all the heat generated by the core very early in the transient, therefore,
; the steam generator is not needed to aid in heat removal. The reason for- ,

F this is that the rate of mass removal from the system is high, and the
~

; break is soon uncovered allowing steam to be relieved through the break. .

Even with no steam dump available, the system pressure will rapidly

drop below the steam generator safety valve setpoint pressure and the steam
,

! generator becomes a heat source. With steam flow through the break, the volu-
metric flow rate is higher than safety injection flow and equilibrium between

j
safety injection and break flow will not be reached until the pressure dropsf

i below' the cold leg accumulator pressure. The high L.eak flow rates result in
rather deep uncoveries of the fuel rods. Eventually, the coolant from the cold

)
leg accumulator and safety injection will recover the core and an equilibrium
pressure will be reached which is above the low pressure injection setpoint pressure.

I
1

|

'
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| With steam dump available, the scenario is only slightly
L different from above. Since the break is sufficiently large to remove

all the heat generated in the core very early in the transient, heat
removal through the steam generator will not be significant and the

| availability of steam dump will minimally affect the accident sequence.

| A.4.2.1.4 Hot Leg Breaks from 0.5 Inch to 6 Inches in Diameter '

|

Hot leg small breaks are very similar to cold leg small oreaks
in many respects. The equilibrium pressure reached between safety injection,

and break flow is similar, and the break sizes at which upper head and cold
.

leg accumi.lator injection occur are similar.
|

The major difference bete:een hot leg and cold leg breaks will
be the core mixture level transient. Because the break is located in the

i hot leg, the steam generated by decay heat in the core has a direct path
to the break.

.

Hot leg break will vent steam or high quality fluid sooner
in the transient than the corresponding cold leg break. This results in
'ess mass t aing released through the break and the core remains covered'

with liquid for the complete range of break sizes, i.e., 0.5 inch to 6 inches
: in diameter. The best indication of the break size will be the pressure

at which equilforium is reached since this remains the same as the cold
leg break for the same break size.

;

A.4.2.1.5 Vapor Space Breaks,

In most respects the vapor space break is very similar to the
i

cold leg and hot leg breaks already described. The distir.ctive feature of
'

the vapor space break is the pressurizer mixture level traasient. In the
'

cold leg and hot leg breaks the pressurizer level would drop and not recover
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back into the pressurizer. The exception would be the case of breaks less
than 1 inch where repressurization occurs and the liquid level would return
into the pressurizer. This is characterized by an increase in both pressure'

| and level. In the case of the vapor space break, only the pressurizer level
increases, but not the system pressure. This can be clearly seen in Figures A.4-11
and A.4-12 Another indication would be :t change in the pressurizer relief.

i tank level, pressure and temperature, if the vapor space break is an inadver-
tently open relief or safety valve.

,

The pressurizer level during the vapor space break may never
,

be low enough to activate the low pressurizer level signal. Until recently, j

the safety injection signal was activated on a coincident low pressurizer
pressure and low level signal, thus, operator action would have been required
to manually initiate injection. However, the t;RC's Office of Inspection

,

and Enforcement Bulletin 79-06A eliminates the coincident logic noted above
for initiation of safety injection. Assuming these changes have been
implemented no operator action I,other than verifying that the safety injection

j has been automatically initiated) is necessary.
.

A.4.2.1.6 Actions Subsequent to the S Initiator
g

Af ter verifying the existence of a break of the reactor coolanti

j system, the operator's next action would be to identify the critical engineered

i safety features necessary to contain or mitigate this event. The preceding

{ accident descriptions would assist the operator in identifying these critical
j systems. The systems identified as essential to mitigating the consequences
'

of these events include the electrical power system, the reactor protec-
tion system, the auxiliary feedwater system, the high pressure injection

I system, the upper head accumulator injection systein, the cold leg accumulator
injection system, the air return fan system and the containment spray iajection
system. The functions of these systems have been discussed in Section 4.4.1.
The status of each of these systems should be checked to ensure that it'

is ready to operate upon demand. Any system which is deactivated for testing4

or maintenance should be returned to a standby condition if it has not already been
done automatically. It may also be necessary for the operator to terminate
the operation of some equipment, e.g., high head safety injection for breaks
of less than one inch, to lessen the consequences of the event.

_

,

4
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As e. result of post TMI analysis, it was detemined that the reactor
coolant pumps should be automatically tripped early in a small loss of coolant

' accident. It has not been detennined which signals or parameters are appropriate

i to perform this function. When this directive is incorporated into plant

operating instructions, the operator will have to check that the reactor
! coolant pumps have tripped on the appropriate signal.
|

|

r

A. 4. 2. 2 Response to the Recirculation Failure (HF)

After identifying that a small rupture of the reactor coolant
7

i system has occurred and verifying the operation of engineered safeguards
i features, the operator, without taking any prior actions except those potential

; actions already identified for vapor space or small breaks less than one inch,
is awaiting the signal to begin the switchover to the recirculation mode of
operation. Switchover _to recirculation is begun upon receipt of a low level
signal from the refueling water storage tank in conjunction with a high water level
indication from the containment sump. Since this sequence assumes failure of the

J

drain line between the upper and lower compartment, the autcmatic switchover may
not be initiated. The high containment sump watcr level signal may be
generated for some of the break sizes but not for others. The length of
time that the operator has to become aware that the drains are inoperative is
dependent upon the break size. The higher the equilibrium pressure reached
by the system, the lower the safety injection flow and the longer the time
until the RWST is exhausted. Also, for very small breaks of less than 1 inch
where.the operator would be ccntrollirg the safety injection to prevent exces-
sive repressurization, the time before the RWST is exhausted would be extended,

even more. Further analytical study is needed to determine the containment;

;_ pressure transients, the time that the RWST low-low signal is generated, and the
*

' sump water level for representative small breaks. There may be some segment of
breaks for which the S HF sequence does not present a problem. Section A.4.3 willj
indicate in-trumentation which will possibly alert the operator to this malfunc-
tion prior to exhausting the RWST. The remainder of this section will deal with
the supposition that the operator is unaware of the malfunction until switchover

'

to recirculstion is _ required.
,
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As previously mentioned, with the containment spray system drawing
water from the RWST, the break flow alone may provide sufficient inventory to
the containment sump to actuate the sump high level signal. The initiation of

the sump high water level signal in conjunction with the RWST low level alarm
signal would begin automatic alignment of recirculation, and the operator would
manually complete the alignment. The inherent danger would be that alignment
of the CSRS and ECR were completed and the operator failed to recognize that
the drain had malfunctioned. With the CSRS taking suction from the sump and

!spraying into the upper compartment, eventually the water in the sump would be
depleted and insufficient suction for the RHR and CSRS pumps would result. This )
would lead to failure of both systems and a core melt would result (state 4b of
F igure A. 4-3) .

A.4.2.2.1 Response to Drain Malfunction

Subsequent to the malfunction of the drain, the operator can either
restore the operation of the drain and ensure the flow of water between
the upper and lower compartment, or he can find an alternate means of
supplying water to the core from a backup source. No such source has

been identified at this point.

Restoring the flow between the upper and lower compartment requires

that: (1) the fault can be identified; and (2) that corrective action can be
taken. The potential causes of drain failure have been identified as:
(1) the drains were isolated during refueling and not reopened; or (2) the
drains are plugged by debris. It is not entircly clear how these drains
are opened or closed; whether this can be accomplished remotely is not apparent.
Any action to restore operation which requires personnel to enter the containment
is unacceptable.

A. 4.2.2.2 Long-Term Heat Removal

If the operator is successful in restoring flow to the containment
sump (4a), then the next step is to ensure that the emergency coolant recircu-
lation system and the containment spray recirculation system perform as
designed (Sequence A of Figure A.4-3).
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If the Emergency Coolant Recirculation System fails to operate (5b),
the eventual result is the boiling of liquid from the core (exposing the
fuel rods) and the clad and fuel begin to melt.

If the operator is unsuccessful in restoring flow to the containment
sump (4b), then he must take steps to extead the time to corc melt to minimize
releases to the environment.

Actions available to the operator to extend the time to core melt
are dependent upon the amount of water in the containment sump and the thermo-
dynamic state of this water. One means to delay containment failure and
core melt would be for the operator to manually control the operation of the

'

containment spray pumps. This would result in a faster increase in contain-
ment pressure than if the containment spray pumps were continuousiy running,
but it would reduce the depletion of the sump water. The operator would have
to closely monitor the containment pressure and sump water temperature to
ensure that thermodynamic conditions for proper operation of the recircula-
tion item are maintained. The operator would also limit the containment
pressure below the threshold where containment failure is likely to occur.
With the loss of communication between the upper and lower compartments, only
the RHR heat exchangers are available to remove heat from the sump water. Since
the RHR heat exchangers have only one-third the heat removal capability of the
CSRS heat exchangers, the sump water temperature may eventually reach a condi-

tion where RHR pump cavitation occurs prior to the time when sump water inven-
tory is exhausted.

A second alternative would be to shut off the containment spray pumps
and manually switch to RHR spray. This diverts a portion of the RHR to spray
headers in the upper compartment. The RHR spray has one-half the heat removal
capability of the CSRS. This will deplete the sump water inventory at a slower
rate than alternative one and will retard the rise of contaita snt pressure, but
it will also reduce the amount of coolant be.ing supplied to the high pressure
injection pumps.

In conjunction with either alternative would be the control
of the high pressure injection flow to provide the minimum amount of coolant to
maintain acceptable core outlet temperatures and liquid levels to ensure adequate
core cooling. Method two, above, could also be used to delay core melt if the
containment spray systen were to fail (6b). The danger of RHR pump failure due
to improper sump thermodynamic conditions is also a possibility as discussed
above.
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A.4.3 Operator Information Requirements

The preceding section addressed the operator action in response to the
postulated S HF sequence. The principle actions are sunnarized below:

$

1. Identify occurrence of small break.
2. Determine ESFs required and verify their status and successful

operation.
*

3. Identify drain malfunction.
-4. Restore flow communication between upper and lower compartments

if possible.

5. Ensure long-term containment and core heat removal.

6. If drain flow or long-term heat removal cannot be restored,
delay core melt as long as possible.

To take these actions and make the associr.ted decisions, the operator

must have a clear understanding of the plant stato at all times and know what
options are available. This section addresses the information which will enable
the operator to determine the plant condition during a postulated S HF sequencej
and thus implement the above actions as necessary. A summary o' operator

information requirements and appropriate actions for the relevant ,>lant states
in Figure A.4-3 is presented in Table A.4-1.

The first operator action is to determine that a rupture in the primary
coolant boundary has occurred. The parameters which unambiguously indicate a
small break are the reactor coolant system pressure decreasing to some equillorium
pressure which is a function of break size, an increase in containment pressure,
temperature and radiation level and a decreasing .essel water level. Characteri-
zations which are dependent on break size and location, as described in

*This specific failure mode has been considered in the S HF evaluations because
4

it has been determined to be the dominant risk contributer. In general,
the operator action would be to identify the cause of ECR failure.
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Section A.4.2, include decreasing core water level and decreasing pressurizer
water level, the latter being a characteristic for all breaks except vapor
space breaks. For the inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief valve, an
indication would be valve position or discnarge line temperature. The

pressurizer relief tank level could also be used if it does not accept flow
from any other source than the pressurizer.

After verifying that a break of the reactor coolant system boundary
has occurred, the 1 ext operator action is to identify the ESFs required to
maintain both containment integrity and core coolable geometry. The specific
systems are mentioned in Section A.4.1 and are illustrated on the S HF eventj
trees (Figures A.4-1 and A.4-2). The status of each of these systems should
be checked to ensure their readiness for operation and, once their actuation
is required, to verify that correct system response has been performed.

In the event of loss of offsite power, which is annunciated within
the control room, the operator must ensure that the diesel generators have
operated as designed. The reactor trip signal will also be annunciated and
the operator should check for successful insertion of all control rods into
the core. Control rod position indicators and neutron flux m?asurements are
available to ensure a safe shutdown margin. A manual trip of the control
rods can be performed if necessary.

The low pressurizer pressure or low pressurizer level signal
should actuate the safety i.njection signal. The operator should verify
that the safety injection pumps have started and that the valves that align
the charging pumps to the RWST are in proper position. Operation of the
charging and safety injection pumps can be verified by discharge pressures
and flow rates and valve positions by valve indicators. The operation of the
passive injection systems, the upper head injection and cold leg accumulators,

.

can be verified by monitoring the accumulator level and pressure indicator when
their appropriate actuating pressure has been rea'.hed. The safety injection
signal trips the main feedwater pump and initiates the auxiliary feedwater pump.
Successful operation of auxiliary *.2edflow can be confirmed by the pu:ap
discharge pressure and flow rate. In addition, steam generator level will
indicate if adequate auxiliary feedwater is being delivered. Auxiliary

feedwater is required to remove decay heat for some breaks as previously
discussed in Section A.4.2.
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Successful operation of containment pressure reducing systems

j include the ice candenser system, the air return fan system and the contain-

; ment spray system. The operator should check for actuation of these systems
j on the appropriate containment pressure signals. Containment pressure in

tiie lower compartrant will give some indication of successful operation of
the ice condenser system. The discharge flow from the air return fan system |

and the containment spray system are indications that these systems have ,

t

; operated successfully. In addition, the air return fan system low flow

alarm will annunciate if flow is below 20,000 cfm from either fan. Successful t

] operation of these systems would also be indicated by a reduction in contain-
I ment pressure.

For the operator to determine that the drain between the upper and
lower comparment was inoperative, he would need to have an indication of
1) whether the drain line is open or closed, e.g., a valve position indicator ;

|

if the drain line is isolated by a valve; 2) the rate at which the sump water:

i level should be increasing given some knowledge of the break flow and contain- -|

ment spray rate and 3) water level indication for the upper containment com-
;

! partment.

!

Knowledge that water level is increasing in the upper containment
compartment would be the simplest method to employ to inform the operator that

.

there is no flow communication between the upper and lower level compartments.
;

Drain line valve position indicators are necessary but are not sufficient to
indicate a drain line malfunction; level instrumentation would be required
to line a malfunctioning drain line if the indicators should state that

I the ( _ ns are open. The rate at which the sump is filling would be the
most difficult indication of drain line malfunction. The operator would

need detailed knowledge of the containment spray injection rate and the
.

'

break flow rate.

:
: If the flow through the drain is restored, then the operator must

ensure that the safety injection system is aligned in the recirculation mode
of operation. The operator must continually monitor. containment sump water

,

'

level to assure that proper suction is available to the RHR and CSRS pumps.
If the water -level is dropping, the operator must limit the operation of
ESFs to maintain sufficient sump water level while monitoring containment

~

i
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and reactor system parameters to ensure that they are within acceptable
limits.

Sufficient water subcooling must be ensured, otherwise the RHR
and CSRS pumps could fail from cavitation. The margin for safe pump suction
can be determined by measuring sump water temperature and containment pressure

and comparing the resultant state to saturated conditions.
!

If the drain flow cannot be restored, the operator action is directed

toward delaying a core meltdown. As discussed in Section A.4.2, the operator
would minimize the amount of sump water which is diverted to containment spray
during the recirculation phase. The operator would use either the CSRS or
the RHR spray to maintain the containment pressure at an acceptable level.
Maasurements needed would be containment pressure and temperature, sump water

level and temperature, reactor coolant system pressure and temperature, and
;

core water level.
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A. 4.4 Summary and Conclusions

The preceding discussion considered the S HF sequence and identifiedj
potential operator actions to accommodate this sequence or reduce its consequen-
ces for an upper head injection plant. The reactor and plant parameters which
are necessary and sufficient to define the plant state during the accident and
thereby provide the operator with clear information on which to take the pro-
posed corrective actions have been identified. The results of this evaluation !

are shown in Table A.4-1.
.

The information presented in the summary table is based on a number of
assumptions concerning the plant performance and response to the postulated se-
quence. Many of the plant conditions and proposed operator actions have not been
analyzed in the past. Hence, there is some uncertainty and generality in these

evaluations. The following list identifies areas where further information would
be beneficial in either confirming the key assumptions used in this study or
reducing the level of uncertainty:

o What indications are available to inform the operator that
the drains between the upper and lower compartments are shut?
Can these drains be remotely opened?

o For what break sizes will there be sufficient water in the
sump to generate the high sump water signal to begin switch-
over to recirculation? What are the break sizes for which
neither the CSRS nor RHR spray is needed to maintain con-

tainment integrity?'

o Analysis would be needed to determine what is the optimum
method of those suggested in Section A.4.2.2.2 to delay the time
to core melt. Is heat removal by the RHR heat exchangers;

j alone sufficient to maintain sump water thermodynamic

! conditions?

I o Are there alternate sources of backup water available to
replenish sump water?
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Figure A.4-3. S HF SEQUENCE OPERATOR ACTION EVENT TREEj
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Figure A.4-12. 2.5 inch Vapor Space Break Vessel and Pressurizer Mixture
Levels
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SUMMARY OF FEf OPERATOR ACTIONS AND t*4r0R*A!!0N RE3U!RE*ENTS FOR S MF-v SEQUENCEg

Information Required for Operator Action Following Information pequired to Take
Plant 51Alg Description of P* ant Stalt_ Plant State Identification Plant Statt_identificatica Accrecciate Actien

la Small cold leg break o RCS pressure and tempera- Identify ESFs reoutred for o Status of key components
small break acconnodation, in ESF systees

(0.5" to 1" dia.) ture
o Pressurizer and core water ensure their readiness and o Parameters for state la

level verify correct ESF response, identification
o Containrent pressure, temo- "anually actuate or control

erature, humidity and any system wnich does not
radiation level function automatically.

o Cnarging pump flow / safety Possible termination of
injection flow safety injection to prevent

o Pressurizer relief tank over pressurization,
pressure, temperature

and level
o Auxiliary feedwater flow

rate and discharge pressure

Small cold leg break o Same as above
(1" to 4" dia.) o Upper head injection

accumulator level and
pressure

3,
e Small cold leg break o Same as above>*

(4" to 6" dia.) o Cold leg acsumulator level
[[' and pressure

Vapor space break o Same as above
(Inadvertent opening o Reitef tank pressure, temp-
of relief / safety valve) erature and level

o Relief / safety valve
position indicators

o Discharge line flow rate

.
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'e'1e A 4-1
(e. u.* .v. d )

lifcr nation r-zq2iv e4 for Cnerator Action Following Inferration Pequired to Take

Plant State Descrintion of Plant State Plant ', tate id*etif'( stion Plant State identification Arprocriate Action __,

2a Reactor trip, high pressure o Neutron flun. control rod Control systems as required o Same as required for state

EC1 activated. AFWS activated position for effective ESF oceration identi fica tion
for primary heat removal. o RCS pressure and tempera- and accident accommodation
ARFS activated for contain- ture
ment heat renoval, reactor o Steam generator water level.
coolant pumps tripped AFWS flow rate. pump discharge

pressure
o EC! flow rate. valve post-

tions, pump discharce
pressure

o Fan discharge flow and
differential pressure

RCP poweei

3b Drain valve between upper and o Ccntainment sump water level ass tore Flow between upper and o Same as for state
lower containment compartrent o upper campartment water level lower compartments identification
left closed or plugoed o Draia valve position indica-

tion2

44 Restore communication between o Containment sump water level Ensure proper alignment of o Status cf components in
33" upper and lower compartment o Drain valve p%sition indica- valves and pumps for long-term ECR and CSRS
j, tion heat removal o Cooling water f1mv to the
>-. o Upper canpartment water level CHR$ and LPRS heat eschang?rs
00 o Sumo water level

o Containment pressure and surp
water temperature

4b Communication cannot be restored a Same as for state 4a Delay core melt as long as o RCS pressure and temperature
between upper and lower compart- potilble and take other o Core water level
ments consequence mittoation actions o Containment pressure and.

to prepare for core melt radioactivity level
o RWST water level

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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!, Lie A.4 1

(continued)

Information Peauired fcr 0 erator Action following Infer-ation De~ aired to Take
plant State Cescrtction of Plant State Plant State identification Plant State Identificaticn Arcecoriate tctica

5a Establish long-term cooling o RCS pressuro Ensure prnper alignment of o Status of key componentsmode using ECR o Core outlet tenperature valves and pumps for con- in CSRSo Core water level tainnent heat removal o Co ponent ccoling flow to
CHR$ heat exchangers

Sb Long-term cooling not o RCS pressure and temperature Monitor approach to core melt o Some as reouf red for stateestablished; eventual core o Core water level
Welt and initiate consequence identificaticio Containment pressure, temp- mitigating actions

erature and radioactivity
ievel *

e HP!S and charging pu o flow
and discharge pressure

o Primary coolant radioactivity
level

o RPR flow and discharge Dressure
6a Containment heat removal o Containment pressure, tempera- Monitor and control ECR and o Sump water levelestablished using CSRS ture and radioactivity level CSRS as required to maintain o Sumo temperature ando Sump water temperature core coolable geometry and pressure

o CSRS pump discharge flow containment integrity o RCS temperature and
and pressure pressure

o Core water level'3,

s o Status of components in
w ECR and CSRS

6b Containment heat removal o Containrent pressure and temp- Delay core melt as long as o RCS temperature andnot established, ultimately erature possible and take necessary pressureresults in containment failure o CSRS pump flow and discharge actions to mitigate conse- o Coolant activity leveland core meltdown pressure quences o Containment pressure,
tVmperature and radio-
art'vity level

o Core water level

.
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A. 5 BWR TC SEQllFurE

A. 5.1 Sequence Description

It is anticipated that a few times each operating year devia-
I tions of process parameters from normal values will occur that require

rapid shutdown of the reactor to prevent fuel heat imbalances. The acci-
dent sequence to be addressed here is concerned with a failure to make the
reactor subcritical (designated as event "C") following one of these
anticipated transients (event "T"). Figure A.5.1 presents the BWR transient

i event developed in WASH-1400 '4) for the Peachbottom BWR with the "TC"

sequence highlighted.

A number of likely BWR Transient initiating events have been
identified (WASH-1400 listed 15 such events) that would be applicable
here. For this analysis, the " Loss of Feedwater Flow" initiating event
has been selected. This particular event was chosen primarily because
1) it is probabilistically important, 2) most of the operator action
required in response to this event would be identical to other transient

events, and 3) the amount and quality of information available concerning
the plant response to this event is greater relative to most other events.

A loss of feedwater flow could occur because of pump failures,
feedwater controller, operator errors, or reactor system variables such as
high vessel water level trip signal. Upon loss of feedwater, tSe vessel
water level will begin to drop. Within a few seconds, the water level
will be reduced to a point where a low level Scram actuation signal will
be sent. Main steam line isolation will also be initiated on low water
level. The water level will continue to drop to a low-low level at which
point the Recirculation pumps trip and the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS)
and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) systems are initiated.

Failure to make the reactor subcritical would result in the
following sequence of events, as described in the RSS:

A-120
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...the reactor would tend to remain at relatively high
power immediately following the transient. After steam
flow to the turbine would be terminated due to the clo-
sure of the turbine stop valve or the main steam isola-
-tion valve, the reactor pressure would increase. This
pressure increase would lead to a rise in power which,

I in turn, would further increase the primary coolant
I

system pressure. Toe opening of the primary system
relief and safety valves would limit the pressure increase;
the initial peak pressure attained will be a function of

! the transient power history and the setpoints and capaci-
ties of the safety and relief valves. Recirculation pump
trip combined with the loss of moderator through the
relief and safety valves would tend to reduce the reactor
power level. The power level would be expected to stabil-

. ize at about 30 percent of nominal. The HPCI system would
a

; start to add water to the primary system shortly after the
initial pressure surge subsides. However, at power levels
that are significantly above decay heating, the boiloff
rate would be greater than the capacity of the HPCI; thus,.

j the water level in the primary system would decrease and
; eventual core meltdown could be expected.

i

In-the sections below the key operator actions associated with,

this sequence are delineated and the instrumentation which would provide
'

the operator with the necessary and sufficient information to efficiently 1

take these actions is-identified. Actions designated to "fix" the initiating
event (e.g., repair of feedwater pumps or use of condensate pumps for
feedwater injection) were not specifically addressed because 1) this portion
of the report was intended to focus on the failure to scram event and the

associated operator actions and 2) thi feasibility of such fixes is very un-
certain and many aspects of the_ procedures would vary from plant to plant.

.
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A. S.2 Operator Actions

Should the Reactor Protection System (RPS) fail to automatically
make the reactor subcritical following the initiating transient event, the
only remaining barrier to core melt is operator action. The operator must
perform three basic tasks in order to prevent core melt: 1) Recognize the
occurrence of the transient and the failure of the RPS, 2) Rapidly act to |

make the reactor subcritical, and 3) Ensure adequate vessel water inventory
and heat transfer to the environment to bring sequence to successful termi-

nation.

Figure A.5-2 displays in a logie diagram format the relevant operator
action events. This figure can be viewed as a version of the transient
event tree (Figure A.5-1) which ft.cuses on the key operator actions necessary
to recover from the postulated failure events and bring the reactor to a
safe shutdown condition. The important states to which the plant can
evolve as the accident sequence progresses are enumerated on the logic

diagram.
,

As seen in Figure A.3-2, system state 1 corresponds to the state

of the plant immediately following the transient initiating event and state
2 indicates that the RPS has failed to automatically respond to the tran-

sient event. Since the reactor trip signal will be actuated on low water
level within a few seconds following the occurrence of the transient event,
there is no need to consider system states 1 and 2 separately with
respect to operator action. The operator must at this point determine that
a transient event has occurred which necessitates reactor shutdown and that
the RPS has failed to automatically respond (i.e., he must determine that

the plant is in state 2 ) ~.

The operator must then initiate actions to manually shutdown the
reactor and move the plant into state 3.

| A-122
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There are two methods of Sc:am available to the operator should
rapid automatic insertion of the rods fail: 1) fianual insertion of rods not
successfully inserted automatically and 2) Operation of the Standby Liquid
Control System (SLCS) in :onjunction with tripped recirculation pumps.
Operation of the SLCS mus t begin within 10 minutes after receipt of Scram
sig.21 and be complete (reactor stbcritical) within 38 minutes. In order
to utilize the SLCS, the operator must insert a key into a key switch to
open all system valves and to start one of the pumps.

l
If he fails to accomplish this task, the plant will move into,

state 3a and core melt will inevitably occur. Should the plant be in
state 3a the only useful action would be to monitor the approach to core
melt and take the appropriate consequence mitigation actions. .

Assuming successful attainment of state 3 , the operator must
ensure adequate water inventory and heat removal capability to move into

state 4 and state 5 and thus to successful termination of the accident.
Failure to perform either task will result in a plant state ( 4a or 5a )
which leads to coremelt.

For this loss of feedwater transient (and for many other tran-
sients) the HPCS and RCIC will normally be utilized initially to provide
sufficient water inventory to the vessel and remove heat. Both the HPCS

and RCIC systems will be automatically started upon receipt of an initi-
ation signal from reactor low water level. The operator's role at this'

point is to verify that the systems are properly aligned for injection,
sufficient water is available in the CST, power is available to the system,
and the pumps properly start up.

When the normal water level is again reached, the HPCS system
may be manually tripped and the RCIC system flow controller adjusted and
switched to manual operation. The RCIC system will continue operation
until the decay heat diminishes to a point where the RHR system can be

A-123
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put into service. At this point, the operator will manually trip the
RCIC system, turn the flow controller back to automatic, and close the
steam supply valve to the turbine.

Initiation of the RHR in the shutdown cooling mode is performed |

manually. The system is initially flushed by opening local manually oper-
ated valves and prewarmed by opening vessel suction valves from the control

room. Effluent from both the flushing and prewarming are directed to the
radwaste system via valves all operated from the control room. When

|

increasing temperature is noted at the RHR heat exchanger inlet, the rad-
waste effluent valves are closed, the RHR pump is started, and the service

I water flow i started. The cooldown rate is subsequently controlled via
control valves in the main line and heat exchanger bypass line.

It is assumed in this analysis that the systems normally neces-
sary to ensure adequate water inventory and heat removal following a tran-

4

sient event will be available when called upon. Sequences which involve indepen-

dent failures of these systems are not considered to be probabilistically sig-
ni t icant when combined with the failure-to-scram event. However, system

states 4a and 5a can result from either 1) failure of the operator

to take the necessary actions involved in the use of these systems, or 2)
abnormal demands imposed on these systems because of a delayed scram which

are not adequately. handled by the operator.or which simply exceed the capa-
bility of these systems regardless of operator action. Thus, the operator,

in order to move the plant into states 4 and 5 , must assess the state
of the plant in state 3 , translate these conditions into systems require-
ments for water inventory and heat removal, and take any necessary action
to successfully operate these systems.

It is not clear at this stage of the analysis whether a delayed
scram will impose demands upon the safety systems greater than those which

exist following an immediate scram. If not, the appropriate operator actions
at state 3 would be identical to the normal actions required of the opera-

tor following a transient and successful scram as described above.

A-124
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A.5.3 Operator Information Requirements

In order for the operator to efficiently accomplish the tasks
discussed in the previous section, he must be provided with the necessary
and sufficient information to unambiguously determine the state of the
plant as the accident progresses. With this information, he can identify
the need for specific actions and be able to confirm the successful accom-,

I plishment of these required tasks. This information will be supplied to
| the operator by the plant instrumentation. It is the purpose of this sec-

tion to identify the key plant parameters which can and must be measured
to provide the operator with his informational needs.

Figure A.5-2 will again be utilized as a framework for this section.
For each plant state enumerated in Figure A.5-2, the operator must be provided,

with the necessary and sufficient information to allow him to determine un-
ambiguously that the specific state exists and to take the appropriate
action corresponding to that state.

1,

The first task of the operator is to recognize that the transient
event has occurred and that the plant is (or has just passed through) state
1. The appropriate indication of this state will obviously depend upon

the specific transient event. In addition, for many anticipated transients,
it is not crucial that the operator be able to determine the exact cause
of the transient; simply knowing that some type of abnormal event has
occurred which necessitates a plant shutdown will be sufficient in many
cases. However, knowing the specific nature of the initiating transient

! event could affect the efficiency of subsequent actions if the event
involved systems which would be expected to respond to the initiating event
(o.g., loss of power to safety systems). Therefore, the unambiguous deter-
mination of the specific initiating transient is considered necessary in
this evaluation, although it is recognized that for some transient events |

:

Iinformation of a more general nature would be sufficient for the operator'

to take his required actions.

A-125
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For the loss of feedwater transient, the most obvious indication

would be a reduction in the vessel water level. Measurements of this level
are, in fact, expected to initiate the scram signal. However, there are

other transients which will also result in this level reduction, such as
MSIV closure, steam line break, LOCA, etc. In order to differentiate the
loss of all feedwater initiator from other events which result in reduc-
tion in vessel water level, additional information is necessary. One method

to differentiate would be to measure the level reduction as a function of
time. Since the reduction in water level over time will be somewhat dif-
ferent depending upon the specific initiator, each transient event has
associated with it a unique level vs. time " signature" which could be used
to identify the initiator. This method would only require measurements of

'

vessel water level but is not considered to be totally adequate for the

following reasons:

1) It would be necessary to have a high degree of confidence
in the calculated level vs. time for all anticipated tran-
sients (many of which would be very similar)

1

2) Faults in the water level instrumentation could have con-
tributed to the existence of state 2.

L

3) More direct indication of the cause of the transient is
available by monitoring the status of components and sys-
tems associated with the anticipated transient.

For these reasons, an indication of the status of the feedwater pumps or
feedwater controller should be sufficient to unambiguously identify the
occurrence of a loss of feedwater transient when coupled with an indica-
tion of the rapid reduction in vessel water level. Causes for a loss of
feedwater which might not be indicated by the status of the pumps or con-
troller are either probabilistically not significant or are included in
other identified transients which are not addressed here (e.g., feedwater

LOCAs).

I' s
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The loss of all feedwater will result in scram signal on low
vessel water level within a few seconds. Should the rods fail to rapidly
and automatically insert (state 2 ), the eactor will remain at a rela-
tively high power level after the transient. Indication of the control
rod position and neutron flux will be sufficient to allow the operator to
detennine that the plant is in this state and initiate manual actions to
bring the plant to a subcritical state.

The operator would then attempt to insert the rods manually.
j Again, indication of rod position and neutron flux would be sufficient to

allow him to take this action and determine the success or failure of his
efforts. There is a significant probability that the cause of the failure
to automatically shutdown will also prevent the operator from inserting
the rods. In this case, the appropriate operator response is to initiate
poison injection through the SLCS and trip the recirculation pumps (these
pumps will automatically trip on low-low vessel water level at about 30
seconds after the initiator for most new plants).

The SLCS is typically designed to pump sufficient neutron absorber
(boron) solution from a storage tank through either of two independent lines
to shutdown the reactor and keep the reactor from going critical again as it
cools. The SLCS is actuated by either of two key-locked switches on the
control room console. Changing either switch to "run" starts an injection
pump, actuates an explosive valve, opens a storage tank outlet valve, and
closes reactor cleanup system isolation valves to prevent loss or dilution
of boron. Indications of the storage tank liquid level, valve positions,
and pump discharge pressure will provide the operator with sufficient infor-
mation to determine the performance of the system. If any of these items

indicates that the liquid may not be flowing, the operator may immediately
change the other switch position to "run" thereby activating the redundant

'

train of the SLCS. Measurements of the boron concentration in the core
will indicate whether the solution eing delivered is adequate to shutdown*

the reactor and indication of neutron flux will allow the operator to deter-
mine the success or failure of his actions and whether the plant has moved
into state 3 or 3a .
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It is possible that conditions could exist in the core as a result
of this accident sequence (e.g., voids) which could produce unreliable
neutron flux measurements. Therefore, the measurement of boron concentra-
tion takes on increased importance, and instrumentation which would allow
a more rapid indication of boron concentration than that afforded by periodic
sampling and analysis wot.ld be necessary.

Sta te 3a will lead inevitably to core melt and the only bene- j

ficial action left to the operator at this point would be to delay melt
is long as possible, monitor the approach to melt, and take any other con-
sequence mitigation actions available. As discussed in Section A.5.1, state

3a is accompanied by a rise in reactor pressure (the MSIV is closed upon
low water level) which would require the opening of the primary system
relief and safety valves to prevent system overpressure. Loss of coolant

through these relief and safety valves would be partially compensated for
by high pressure coolant injection (which is initiated as low water level)
although the boiloff rate would exceed the capacity of HPCI and core melt
would eventually follow.

Information necessary to prevent primary system overpressure can

be provided by indications of the safety and relief valve positions together
with measurement of the RCS pressure. Monitoring the effectiveness of the

HPCI system in cooling the core and delaying core melt can be accomplished

by measuring the vessel coolant level. As a diverse backup, the pressure and
temperature at appropriate positions in the core could be measured. Measure-
ments of the radiation level in the coolant system would indicate the
onset of fuel damage. Direct measurements of the HPCI status to enable the oper-
ator to ensure adequate injection can be obtained by monitoring the fluid flow-
rate, valve positions, current supplied to the pumps, or pump discharge pressure.

As noted in WASH-1400, following state 3a the containment would

overpressurize due to steam generated during the boiloff phase and noncon-
densable gases generated during the melting phase. The status of the con-

'tainment during the course of this accident can be determined by measuring
the containment pressure. Containment temperature, radiation level and
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hydrogen concentration can also be measured to assist the operation in moni-
toring the approach to containment failure. The Containment Spray Cooling
System (CSCS) can be used to a limited degree of effectiveness in slowing
down the containment pressure rise. Measuring the temperature of the water

in the suppression pool, containment pressure, and the suppression pool
level will provide the necessary information to the operator to determine
if the CSCS will function under the given conditions. Measurements of the
coolant flowrate or current to the pumps will indicate the operational
state of the system and the containment pressure will indicate the effec-
tiveness of the system.

,

4

If state 3 i; achieved, through successful operator action,
the operator must then bring the plant to a safe shutdown condition. If

the delayed scram does not result in any abnormal plant conditions which
would affect the performance of this task, the relevant procedure will be
the use of the RCIC to maintain the necessary reactor water inventory to
cool the core until the reactor vessel is depressurized sufficiently to
allow the operation of the shutdown cooling function " the residual heat
removal system (RHRS). This is equivalent to following saquence TQ in
Figure A.5-1.

Although the RCIC system will automatically start, the operator
must verify successful operation. Reactor water level, temperature, and
pressure will indicate the effectiveness of the system in cooling the core.
Direct indication of the status of the RCIC system can be obtained by moni-
toring the system valve positions (steam isolation valves, turbine exhaust
isolation valves, flow controller, turbine throttle valve), steam flow to

! turbine, and pump discharge pressure.

A measurement of the reactor pressure will indicate when the
RHRS can assume the heat removal function. Position indication of the
valves required for flushing and prewarming the system will allow the opera-;

tor to perform these start-up tasks. An indication of the RHR heat exchan- '

ger inlet temperature will provide the operator with the information required.

to start the RHR and service water pumps. Reactor pressure and temperature
combined with indications of RHR control valve position will allow the !

' operator to control the cooldown rate.-

!
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In this process of moving to state 4 and state 5 , it is

assumed that the necessary plant systems will operate successfully. Sequen-

ces which involve failure of these systems combined with failure to scram
are considered probabilistically insignificant.

I

J
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A.S .4 Summary and Conclusions

In the preceding sections, the BWR "TC" sequence was evaluated
with the purpose of identifying the instrumentation which will provide the
necessary and sufficient information to the operator to allow him to deter-
mine unambiguously the state of the plant and to efficiently take the required

j corrective action as this sequence progresses. Presented in Table A 5-1, in summary

j form, are the results of this analysis. The presentation of these results
! is structured around the key plant states that could develop as the accident

sequence progresses. These states are illustrated in Figure A.5-2. For each

plant state, the following information is summarized:

0 the information required to unambiguously determine that
the plant is in that specific state

o the appropriate operator action at that state

o the information required by the operator to take this action

Following is a discussion of the key assumptions that went into
the analysis and the major areas where further work is necessary to answer
specific questions, confirm assumptions, reduce uncertainties, etc.

The information contained in the summary table is based on a number
of assumptions concerning plant performance and the feasibility and effec-
tiveness of specific operator actions. Since many of these actions take

,

place under plant conditions which have not been extensively analyzed in the |
past, there is necessarily some uncertainty associated with these assump-
tions. Summarized below are the key areas where further work could be bene-
ficially performed to either confirm uncertain assumptions, answer key

1questions, or reduce uncertainties to a level to produce a reasonable level
|

of confidence in the conclusions of this analysis:
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The effect of a delayed scram following the initiatingo

-failure is very uncertain. The assumption that the
demands upon the cooling systems under the conditions
which would exist following a loss of feedwater and
high power level for an extended period of time would

-

be the same as the demands given rapid shutdown is

difficult to accept without more supporting analysis.
Different demands imply different operator actions and
perhaps different information.

The effectiveness of the SLCS in quickly reducing theo

power level is somewhat uncertain. This would depend
,

upon the mixing capacity of the coolant in the core
and could be affected by the specific initiator and

|timing of the SLCS initiation. The important effects
that this question has on the present analysis are

1) the time allowed for operation initiation, 2) the
'

reliability of SLCS status monitors as indications of
shutdown; if the effectiveness of SLCS is highly un-
certain, the operator is limited to flux monitors for
inidcation of shutdown, and 3) the effectiveness of
using boron concentration measurements; if this must be
done by sampling, the time allowed might not be sufficient.

In many instances it was stated that react 6r pressure,o

temperature, and water level would provide sufficient
_

information to the operator. However, the reliability
and usefulness of this information often depends upon
the location of the instrumentation in the core. This
is especially important with regard to in-core temperature

; monitors for a BWR which operates under saturated conditions.
Additional analysis which would provide a more detailed
picture of the core as the accident progresses is needed
before the significance of the instrument location can
be determined and the optimum locations identified,

o More detailed information concerning plant states is
necessary to establish the necessary ranges for the
instrumentation.
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Figure A.5-1. BWR Transient Event Tree (from WASH-1400)
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StegmRY OF ltEY OPERATOR ACTIONS AND INFORMATION REQUIREENTS FOR TC SEQUENCE
i

Appropriate Operator
Plant State Description of Information Required for Action Following Information Required to

(See Fio. A.3-2) Plant State Plant State Identification State Identification Take Appropriate Action

1 Loss of all Feeesater Tram- Vessel mater level Prepare for actio s illus- See states 2. 3. 4sient event has occurred. EIV position trated in Fig. A.5-2 and 5Water Level in vessel drop- Feedwater flourate
ping. Low water level Current to FW pumps
initiates scram EIV closure. Feedwater controller position

2 Failure of the RPS to auto- Control rod position Manually shutdown reactor Control rod positionmatica11y shutdown reactor Neutron flum Mestron fluxupon receipt of low water
level signal Boron tank level

SLCS salve position
St.C5 pump discharge pressure
Boron concentration ;

3 Reactor meu. ally Shutdown Neutron flus Ensure HPCI and/ar RCIC See states 4 and 5Delay cou'.4; result in RCS RCS p.T operation untti RHR ispressure rise Ilmited by Vessel water level capable of long-term heatsafety and reitef valves; Safety / Relief valve position removalMPCI and RCIC tattiated on
low-low vesse! water level

1

3a Failure to Manually Shutdown Same as 3 Hor.stor Approach to core RCS P.T.R
,y Reactor. Reactor stabilized melt; delay melt and other Vessel Water level i

a at S 30% power. Bolloff rate consequence mitigation Containment P.T.RW exceeds HPCIca action Suppression pool T
#

4 Reactor succestfully shutdown Vessel water level Monitor reduction in decay RC5 P.T
,
1 with HPCS and/or RCIC provid- RCS P,T heat level in anticipation Yessel water leveling cooling water. RCIC Valve positions of securing first the HPC5

:Steam flow to RCIC turbine and then the RCIC wheri RHR5
!RCIC pump discharge P can provide long-tern cool- !

HPCS valve positions ing *

HPCS pump discharge P.,

Current to HPCS pump (s)

4a Failure to provide adequate Sames as 4 Same as 3a 5 ,, a s 3awater inventor to cool core
after shutdouni

5 Successful Transition to long- RCS P.T
term heat transfer to the Vessel water level
environment via RHR5; success- Position of RHR valves
ful termination of accident required for flushing
sequence and prewarmirq

RHR heat enchanger inlet /
outlet teaperature j

RHR control valves positions
'

HP5W valve position
HP5W pump discharge pressure ,

+

Sa Failure to provide long-term Sames as 5
heat removal Same as 3a Sa*es as la
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